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FROM THE PUBLISHER
Sometimes I have a variety of thoughts I want to share with Civil + Structural
Engineer magazine readers but none of them merits a full page. Here are a few
things that have been on my mind:
Civil and structural engineers are so honest and ethical that we are unequipped
to deal with dishonest/unethical people. We are vulnerable because we are too
trusting! That makes it easy for dishonest people to steal from us. Keep your guard
up, friends — and be careful what clients you work with, what people you do
business with, and who you hire.
You need young people! You may not think they can do anything when you hire
them, but believe me, you will get out of step with technology, work environment,
and more if you don’t have a steady stream of young people joining it — not to
mention the energy they bring! The fact is, we old farts may know a lot of stuff, but
times are a-changing! And the younger folks are the ones to keep us in tune with
those changes.

On my mind
Scattered, brief thoughts on
business and management.

Facilities are a big deal. People may complain when they are jammed together,
but too much space will kill the buzz and turn your firm into a morgue. I have seen
a couple spaces recently that blew me away. Architects lined up at tables against a
wall, each one with about 4 feet by 30 inches deep to work in. With rents costing
what they do in San Francisco, Boston, and New York City, smaller working spaces
will have to become more common. Are you wasting space?
Individual people behave in largely predictable patterns. If you are a manager,
you need to understand those behavioral patterns for each of the people who work
for you. Try not to put them in situations where their expected response would be
less than desirable. Get people into the roles that they are most likely to succeed
in and don’t jam round pegs into square holes (if you are smart). You know what
people are going to do; don’t try to change them. It’s frustrating and futile!
“Reply to all” is a scourge on all of us! What an incredible time-waster this is for
everyone. The amount of reading and deletion — or if not deleted, server space
wasted — by reply-to-all emails in engineering organizations is staggering. Put a
stop to it! You have to address this or it will become part of your organization’s
culture!
Texting is becoming a bigger and bigger part of how people communicate today.
If you are one of those people who “doesn’t text,” you better get with the program
and learn how to do so quickly. If you don’t, you won’t be able to be as responsive
as you should be today.
We have a great issue of Civil + Structural Engineer magazine for you in June!
There’s so much in here — we hope you take it all in. And as always, when you’re
finished with this issue, please pass it on to someone else. Better yet, sign them up
for their own subscription at https://csengineermag.com/subscribe!

MARK C. ZWEIG
mzweig@zweiggroup.com
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C+S ENGINEER ONLINE
Civil + Structural Engineer provides news and articles online to
supplement content in this print issue. Visit csengineermag.com daily for
the latest news and check out the following article posted online with the
June 2018 issue:

CONTROL
BENTLEY
LICENSING
OVERAGES.
®

Project Profitability: Project management
online training
By Howard Birnberg, Association for Project Managers

Isn’t technology wonderful? Well, not always, but it does provide project
managers with an opportunity to learn, enhance skills, meet continuing
education licensing requirements, validate their role/skills as project
managers, and meet many other needs. And, much of this can be acquired
without leaving your own office or home.
Online learning in its many forms can be extremely beneficial to project
managers, limit the impact on their billable time, reduce the burden on their
already overloaded schedules, and be very cost effective.
Webinars are offered by many providers on a huge range of topics. Wellprepared and delivered webinars offer the great benefits of learning without
the time burden and expense of traveling. However, there are some negatives
to webinars. The face-to-face exchange of information and views obtained
at traditional luncheon programs, seminars, workshops, lectures, etc. is
difficult or impossible with webinars, even with conferencing capabilities
such as Skype.
As with webinars, there are numerous providers of online courses. Some
are simply expanded webinars; others are fully developed professional
development courses offered by well-known universities. There also are
some drawbacks to online courses. The registration cost is much higher
than webinars and the time commitment greater. The opportunity to mingle
and exchange experiences, opinions, and information with classmates is
more limited than with in-person classes.
For civil and structural engineers living or working in more remote
locations, on long-term assignment to job sites or client offices, or seeking
specialized training and education, webinars or online courses may be the
only viable alternative.
Read the entire article at http://tinyurl.com/projectprofit-june18.

Manage Bentley® licenses,
Autodesk® subscriptions and
ESRI® ArcGIS usage with SofTrack.
SofTrack from Integrity Software makes tracking
and managing Bentley® licenses and Autodesk
subscriptions easier than ever. Additionally, use SofTrack
to monitor and report usage of your ESRI® ArcGIS
license checkouts. Softrack provides real-time usage
details of all Autodesk subscriptions and tracking by
Package Codes, Feature Codes, Serial Numbers, user
workstations, and more, providing organizations with
the information they need to effectively control
licensing and subcription costs.
Take control of overage costs with SofTrack today.
Call (866) 372-8991 (USA & Canada) or
(512) 372-8991 (Worldwide)
Learn more at www.softwaremetering.com and
view our Solutions page, Managing Bentley® Licenses,
Managing Autodesk®, and Managing ESRI® ArcGIS

©

Also provides support for: AutoDesk®
Cascading Licenses Sequences ESRI®
ArcGIS License Checkout Activity

© 2018 Integrity Software, Inc. Bentley is a registered trademark of Bentley Systems, Incorporated
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engineering our future

What it means to be
a principal: Part 1
First of a multi-part series exploring what it means to
be a principal in today’s AEC firm.

Firms in the AEC industry have a lot of titles for staff, and the meanings of those titles vary widely. As you would
expect, the number of titles typically increase as the firm grows. The title of principal is no exception to this rule as
there is no universal job description for this role.
The one caveat in this group is that the vast majority — 93 percent — are owners in their firm. So the industry views
the title of principal as the acknowledgement of being an owner.
It is important to note that we should be flexible as to the job duties, but clear and intentional as to what it means to be
an owner. Becoming an owner should not be viewed simply as a promotion, but rather an acceptance of the risk and
reward of being a business owner. Too many view ownership as a rung on the career ladder that must be achieved.
Frankly, there are a lot of current and aspiring owners in the industry that do not have the investor temperament or the
character to be a good principal, partner, or owner. To be an owner, you must act and think like an owner. Here are
some interesting stats from Zweig Group’s recent Principal, Partners, and Owners Survey that should give you a better
sense of what being an owner can mean for you personally and professionally:
41 percent of principals have signed a non-compete agreement — This means that if you leave the firm under
certain circumstances, you may not be able to take a job where there is a perception of competition.
49 percent of principals have signed a personal guarantee for some or all of their firm’s debts — This means that
your personal assets are at risk if the company runs into financial stress. Many aspiring owners do not understand the
risk this introduces into their personal lives.
49 percent of owners have their stock value tied to how they leave the firm — This means that a portion of your
investment in the firm could be reduced if you leave the firm or have certain life circumstances that require liquidation.
Typical conditions include leaving to compete, divorce, death, and retirement.
I hope this introduction to being a principal, partner, or owner in your firm expands your perspective of this important
career decision and that you view it as more than a milestone.
CHAD CLINEHENS, P.E., is Zweig Group’s president and CEO. Contact him at cclinehens@zweiggroup.com.
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events
JUNE 2018
ITS America 27th Annual Meeting
June 4-7 — Detroit

Themed Transportation 2.0, the Intelligent Transportation Society of
America conference focuses on topics such as automation, connected
vehicles, and cybersecurity, as well as educational sessions and
presentations on the future of mobility and cutting-edge technology
exhibits and demonstrations.
https://itsdetroit2018.org

AEC NEXT
June 5-7 — Anaheim, Calif.

Six technology tracks and more than 50 conference sessions explore
the latest trends and best practices for designing, constructing, and
managing AEC projects smarter. Exhibits showcase the latest products
and emerging technologies.
www.aecst.com

The Principals Academy
June 7-8 — Aspen, Colo.
July 19-20 — Quebec City, Canada
Oct. 25-26 — Charleston, S.C.

Intensive course in all aspects of managing a professional service
firm, including business planning, marketing/business development,
accounting, financial management, project management, leadership,
mergers and acquisitions, ownership transition planning, and recruitment
and retention.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/the-principals-academy

International Bridge Conference
June 11-14 — National Harbor, Md.

The IBC annually attracts more than 1,200 bridge owners and
engineers, senior policy makers, government officials, bridge designers,
construction executives, and suppliers from throughout the U.S. and
abroad.
https://eswp.com/bridge/bridge-home

HxGN Live
June 12-15 — Las Vegas

Hexagon’s annual cross-industry technology conference welcomes
thousands of business leaders from around the world to attend
educational keynotes and sessions, and to enhance their skills with
interactive training.
https://hxgnlive.com/2018

Real Marketing and Branding for AEC Firms
June 21 — Miami

Designed to bring clarity and distinction between marketing and sales
(business development), this course will aid all levels of staff to understand
how to market the firm and build the brand in their respective roles.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/real-marketing-and-branding-for-aec-firms
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AEC Business Development Training
June 22 — Miami

Specifically developed to help design and technical professionals become
more comfortable dealing with clients and promoting the firm and its services.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/aec-business-development-training

SuperPile ’18
June 27-29 — New York

Presentations on the latest developments in augered cast-in-place/drilled
displacement piles, drilled shafts, driven piles, ground improvement,
helical piles and tiebacks, marine foundations, micropiles, testing and
evaluation of foundation systems, and seismic and lateral loads.
www.dfi-superpile.org

JULY 2018
International Conference on Transportation & Development
July 15-18 — Pittsburgh

Discover the latest innovations and learn more about major technologies
and their impact on transportation and development. Network
with infrastructure planning, design, operation, and management
professionals and get up-to-date information about federal and state
policies and initiatives that are shaping the profession.
www.asce-ictd.org

Excellence in Project Management
July 18 — Boston

Tutorial and case study workshop sessions present critical areas every
project manager should know from the perspective of architecture,
engineering, and environmental consulting firms.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/excellence-in-project-management

36th International Conference on Coastal Engineering
July 30-Aug. 3 — Baltimore

Academic and technical exchange on coastal-related studies covering
a wide range of topics, including coastal waves, nearshore currents,
coastal structures, sediment transport, coastal morphology, beach
nourishment, natural hazards, and coastal management.
http://icce2018.com

AUGUST 2018
2018 North Carolina Drone Summit and Flight Expo
Aug. 5-7 — Greensboro, N.C.

Keynote talks, panel discussions, and contributed presentations cover
the spectrum of commercial and public safety UAS applications.
A Flight Expo will showcase drone mission capabilities by flying
demonstration missions onsite during the conference.
www.ncdronesummit.com

StormCon
Aug. 12-16 — Denver

Billed as the largest event in North America dedicated to stormwater
and surface water quality professionals. Includes a technical program
and an extensive exhibition.
www.stormcon.com

KEEP YOUR PROJECT COVERED WITH

CLEARSPAN STRUCTURES

Wetland Construction: Principles, Planning, and Design
Aug. 22-24 — Hillsborough, N.J.

Introduction to the fundamentals of functional design, including the
means to rapidly assess the distribution of hydrology on a site and
create useable hydrographs for presentation of a wetland design.
www.cpe.rutgers.edu/courses/current/eh0604ca.html

SEPTEMBER 2018
33rd Annual WateReuse Symposium
Sept. 9-12 — Austin, Texas

Learn what’s working, what’s new, and what’s next in water reuse at
the nation’s only conference dedicated solely to advancing the policy,
technology, innovation, and public acceptance of water reuse.
https://watereuse.org/news-events/conferences/annual-watereuse-symposium

030117-CSS

SATISFIES PURCHASING REQUIREMENTS

F or nearly 40 years c lear s pan F aBrIc s tructures has
been covering engineers with dependable structural solutions.
I ndustry -l eadIng W arrantIes - ClearSpan structures are built to last. With

triple-galvanized steel frames and durable covers, they can withstand corrosive
environments and will compliment your business for decades to come.

c ost -e FFectIve B uIldIng s olutIons - Drastically reduce construction costs, monthly
utilities and maintenance requirements, with a structure that is superior in quality.

I n -H ouse F InancIng I s B ack - As low as 4.99%.
V isit WWW . clearspan . com or call 1.866.643.1010
to find out how we can help with your structure needs

2018 Zweig Group Hot Firm + A/E Industry Awards Conference
Sept. 20-21 — Dallas

Comprehensive business conference for leaders and aspiring leaders of
AEC firms in the U.S. includes topics on technology, leadership challenges,
business planning, marketing methods, recruiting and retention, and growth
strategies, as well as success stories of Zweig Group award winners.
https://zweiggroup.com/2018-hot-firm-conference

WEFTEC and Stormwater Congress
Sept. 29-Oct. 3 — New Orleans

Water Environment Federation annual water quality technical conference
and exhibition, providing extensive educational opportunities and
access to the field’s most cutting-edge technologies and services.
www.weftec.org

OCTOBER 2018
Designing Cities 2018
Oct. 1-4 — Los Angeles

SATISFIES
PURCHASING
REQUIREMENTS

NOVEMBER 2018
Vectorworks Design Summit
Nov. 4-6 — Phoenix

One-on-one sessions with Vectorworks software experts and breakout
sessions exploring detailed workflows and best practices.
www.vectorworks.net/design-summit

Trimble Dimensions International User Conference
Nov. 5-7 — Las Vegas

Learn how Trimble hardware, software, and service solutions maximize
productivity and boost profitability across agriculture, construction,
geospatial solutions, transportation and logistics, and multiple emerging
industries.
https://trimbledimensions.com

An expected 800 officials, planners, and practitioners will meet to
advance the state of transportation in cities.
https://nacto.org/conference/designing-cities-2018-los-angeles

National Coastal Conference
Oct. 30-Nov. 2 — Galveston Island, Texas

The theme of the 2018 conference, Resilient Shorelines for Rising
Tides, focuses across the entire physical coastal and estuarine system to
promote best management practices, while learning the latest science,
engineering, and policy needed to maintain and improve the health of
beach-front and estuarine shorelines and ecosystems.
http://asbpa.org/conferences/future-meetings
june 2018
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on the rise

Awards, promotions, and new hires
Charles Gaddy,
P.E., P.G.

Michael Carter

Nina Reins, Ph.D.,
P.E.

David Malinauskas,
P.E.

Brian White, P.E.

Marsha Leroux,
E.I.T.

James Naylor, P.E.

Gail Farber

Robert Hunter,
P.E., CME

Kati Bell, Ph.D.

Melanie Holmer

Allegra da Silva,
Ph.D.

Melissa Meeker

Francisco Guerrero,
P.E.

Paul J. Tyrell, P.E.,
P.L.S., LEED AP

Matt Dunagin, P.E.

Kirby McCleary, P.E.

Brad Hartjes, P.E.

Cory Horton, P.E.,
CFM, CPESC,
ENV SP

Bradford Meyer, P.E.

Gregory May, P.E.,
LEED AP
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Charles Gaddy, P.E., P.G., joined Freese and Nichols, Inc. as a senior environmental project manager
in Fort Worth. Freese and Nichols expanded its asset
management services with the addition of Michael
Carter, senior asset management project manager in
Fort Worth. Nina Reins, Ph.D., P.E., joined the firm
as a senior project manager in New Orleans. She is a
water resources engineer with expertise in river modeling, coastal restoration, and utilities rehabilitation.
Freese and Nichols expanded its North Carolina team
with the addition of three water/wastewater engineers:
David Malinauskas, P.E.; Brian White, P.E.; and
Marsha Leroux, E.I.T. Malinauskas and White are
senior project managers in Raleigh, and Leroux is a
project engineer in Greensboro. James Naylor, P.E.,
joined the firm as water treatment discipline leader
serving the North Texas, West Texas, and Oklahoma
markets.
Gail Farber, former director of the Los Angeles
County Department of Public Works, joined Arup’s
Los Angeles office as a principal to lead the growth of
its infrastructure practice in Southern California.
Atkins, a member of the SNC-Lavalin Group, appointed Rear Admiral Katherine L. Gregory, United
States Navy (retired), former chief of Civil Engineers
and commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, as executive consultant in its Atkins Nuclear
Secured business.
Robert Hunter, P.E., CME, joined T&M Associates’
Mount Laurel, N.J., office as division manager, Site
Development, where he will lead site development
initiatives and oversee all phases of projects from
acquisition to development.
Brown and Caldwell expanded its water reuse practice with four key hires. Kati Bell, Ph.D., joined the
firm as managing director of water strategy based in
Nashville, Tenn. Melanie Holmer joined Brown and
Caldwell in the role of national water reuse leader
based in Sacramento, Calif. Allegra da Silva, Ph.D.,
joined the firm as regional water reuse leader based in

Denver. Melissa Meeker assumed the role of Rocky
Mountain area leader based in Denver.
Pape-Dawson Engineers, Inc. hired Francisco Guerrero, P.E., as a new practice leader of water and wastewater in the Water Resources department in its Austin,
Texas office.
Paul J. Tyrell, P.E., P.L.S., LEED AP, a civil engineer who is currently providing project management
services for numerous high-profile transportation initiatives in the Boston area, was promoted to vice president of STV and will serve as deputy project manager
for the $1 billion Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority’s Green Line Extension.
Matt Dunagin, P.E., will serve as environmental
leader and project manager for Thomas & Hutton’s
Atlanta service region. He will operate out of the
firm’s upcoming Dunwoody and Covington, Ga., office locations.
Kirby McCleary, P.E., joined Walker Consultants
as director of Forensic Restoration and Building Envelope. McCleary will oversee Walker structural and
building envelope restoration projects in the metropolitan Washington, D.C., area.
Brad Hartjes, P.E., joined raSmith’s Appleton, Wis.,
office as a senior project engineer with comprehensive
experience in water resource, municipal, and site development projects in Wisconsin and Illinois. Cory
Horton, P.E., CFM, CPESC, ENV SP, joined raSmith’s Madison, Wis., office as a senior project manager, bringing 20 years of experience with municipal
engineering, water and natural resources, and development projects. Bradford Meyer, P.E., joined the firm
in Brookfield, Wis., as a project engineer within the
land development services division.
Urban Engineers promoted Gregory May, P.E.,
LEED AP, to vice president. He serves as the firm’s
national practice leader for rail and transit.
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700g Mat

Quality products!
Excellent customer service!
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1-800-760-3215 | www.rolanka.com | https://www.facebook.com/ROLANKAINC
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A large inventory of RoLanka products are available in Stockbridge, GA for immediate delivery.

MANAGEMENT FILES

Burns & McDonnell’s
new 350,000-square-foot
headquarters expansion offers
a compelling example of the
firm’s design-build capabilities.

Design-Build
The delivery method is gaining market share in both the public and
private sectors, but design-bid-build will remain.
By Richard Massey

Design-bid-build. It now seems almost quaint, the idea of hiring one

firm to design a project, going out for bid, and then hiring another firm
to build it. An enduring business model used to deliver much of what
we see nationwide, design-bid-build, entrenched in state procurement
laws — and for many projects, simply the right fit — is by no means
going away.
But as public-private partnerships (P3s) increase, and as owners look
for more efficient ways to deliver their roads, bridges, water treatment facilities, and retail and residential structures, a refined delivery
method — design-build awarded on a best-value or low-bid basis — is
increasingly gaining market share.
A response to the demands of speed-to-market, and in part driven by
the effort to manage or transfer risk, design-build is lauded for its ability to cut through the clutter of getting a project out of the blueprints
and into the ground. One team, design-as-you-go, best value, and perhaps most importantly, less finger-pointing between concerned parties
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when things go wrong, has design-build poised for big things as the
public sector confronts its ailing infrastructure, and as the private sector develops real estate for various uses.
An important player in the design-build industry is Kansas City, Mo.based Burns & McDonnell, a 5,700-employee-strong power firm with
more than 50 offices across the globe. Fresh off the completion of a
310,000-square-foot, $75 million world headquarters expansion, and
in the middle of a three-tower construction project for VanTrust Real
Estate in Kansas City, Burns & McDonnell is all about, and will continue to be all about, the design-build delivery model.

“We typically don’t build what we don’t design, but we will design
things that we won’t build,” said Ken Schaefer, the Burns & McDonnell project manager for the headquarters expansion, in summing up the
firm’s approach to the industry. “We’re an engineering firm at heart.”
An old firm with a long and impressive list of projects to its credit,
Burns & McDonnell is charting new territory for itself with the delivery of cutting-edge office buildings. The headquarters expansion,
packed with amenities, delivered in 2016, and under construction when

Burns & McDonnell is in
the process of building
three mid-rise towers at
the Overland One location
in south Kansas City.

the design phase was still in its infancy, is the perfect calling card.
The company gives building tours to a broad range of clients and potential clients that span each of the firm’s business divisions. Visitors
include dozens of Fortune 500 companies, developers, members of the
Design-Build Institute of America (DBIA), the Kansas City AIA, community and civic groups, company alumni, building product manufacturers, and even high school and college students.
That’s a new chapter for a company historically associated with the
construction of power plants and refineries. Indeed, the headquarters
expansion helped land the job for Overland One, a 14.3-acre, south
Kansas City development that will build-out to three mid-rise, ClassA towers totaling 350,000 square feet. One tower has already been
completed and sold to Creative Planning, a wealth management firm;
a second tower is under construction and a third has yet to be started.
Burns & McDonnell also recently won an important contract for a
global company, the details of which could not be disclosed as of press
time. But, according to Burns & McDonnell, they went into the RFP
process as underdogs and walked out as winners.
“We kind of threw them for a loop when we proposed,” Schaefer said.
Architect Clint Blew, RA, the lead designer for the Burns & McDonnell headquarters expansion, has the same assessment of the win. “I’d

like to think we weren’t the favorites going in,” Blew said.

Blew, who has 20 years of experience on the design-bid-build side of
the industry, said that through design-build, not as many problems reach
the owner’s desk. Among the design-build team, there’s still plenty of
hair-pulling, he said, but not as much as what happens between the
design firm and the building firm under the traditional delivery method.
“I’ve seen the gamut,” Blew said. “I can see the value in [design-build]
because I did something else for 20 years. The other side is not all bad,
but I wouldn’t go back to it if I didn’t have to.”
As Burns & McDonnell continues to make its way in the design-build
space — and as it eyes another major expansion at its world headquarters that would see an additional 142,000 square feet to accommodate
as many as 800 employees — anecdotal evidence and industry research
show that design-build, in general, is on a dramatic upswing.
From a Shake Shack in Dallas to the San Francisco International Airport, from a High Tech High School in New Jersey to student housing
at the University of California, Irvine, and from highway widening
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Burns & McDonnell's headquarters provides clients and potential clients an example of the firm's design-build capabilities.

in Chesapeake, Va., to a residential subdivision in Bethlehem, Pa.,
design-build seems to be everywhere.
While traditional design-bid-build still has the largest chunk of market
share, a 2016 survey by the DBIA, the organization’s latest available,
confirms the tilt toward design-build as the preferred method for delivery. From 2002 to 2016, according to the survey of 35 departments
of transportation, completed design-build projects have increased by a
hefty 800 percent, from 140 to more than 1,300. Among respondents,
87 percent indicated they would use design-build in the future.
The survey also shows that 95 percent of surveyed DOTs use designbuild on highways, 65 percent on bridges, and 9 percent on rail. In
addition to standard construction and maintenance, design-build is useful in post-disaster scenarios, and was instrumental in recovery efforts
in the wake of 9/11, as well as hurricanes Katrina, Sandy, and most
recently, Harvey.
As design-build gains in popularity, it’s only natural that more and
more firms will enter the fray. With that being the case, firms testing the
waters for the first time must take pains to protect themselves, said Dan
Knise, president and CEO of Ames & Gough, an insurance brokerage
that writes policies for about 1,200 AE firms.
“It creates another avenue for someone to make a claim against an
architect or engineer,” he said. “Now you’re in contractual privity.”
Also, Knise said, designers leading design-build projects are responsible for delivering a product with a warranty, which is an extra liability. Saddled with the responsibility of delivering on time and on
budget, design-builders have to carry a surety bond, something usually
reserved for the contractor.
“You’ve opened up the pathway to liability,” he said. “There’s risk
here, but there’s potential for rewards. [Firms] need to go into it with
their eyes wide open.”
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In addition to writing policies, Ames & Gough also serves as the insurance advisor for the states of Texas, Virginia, and Pennsylvania —
states that authorize design-build programs.
From his vantage point, Knise has a bird’s eye view of what’s happening in the industry. Design-build and P3s go hand-in-hand, and
more often than not, P3s are also design-build, with construction firms
typically leading the joint venture. Larger projects, Knise said, will
increasingly be the purview of design-build.
From a historical perspective, Knise sees the irony of design-build
emerging as a “modern” form of project delivery. The model is actually
a rediscovery of something much older — the “master builder” model
prevalent in the Middle Ages. As a case in point, James of St. George
led the design-build teams for King Edward I’s fortification program
in Wales, work that included the castles of Harlech, Conwy, and the
colossal Carnarvon, among others.
“In many ways, we’re turning the clock back to the way they used to
do it,” Knise said.
As with P3s, design-build in the public sector is regulated at the state
level, creating a patchwork of legislation across the country. Based on
a 2017 State Statute Report by DBIA, state authorizations are widely
varied.
In Ohio, for example, all state, local, and educational institutions are
authorized to use design-build, and the Ohio Department of Transportation is authorized to use the delivery model on projects totaling $1
billion annually, according to the DBIA report.
In Iowa, the Board of Regents, which oversees the University of
Iowa, Iowa State University, and the University of Northern Iowa, has
design-build authority; while in Wisconsin, legislation to authorize
design-build died in committee last year.

In Texas, meanwhile, the DOT is authorized to use design-build
on up to three $150 million-plus projects annually, but local governments with a population less than 100,000 are not authorized
to use design-build. In an area devastated by Harvey, that’s a
problem.
The DBIA brought the issue to Texas Governor Greg Abbott’s
attention in a September letter written by Lisa Washington, the
organization’s executive director and CEO.
“Given the enormity of the reconstruction challenges facing
Texas, the state needs the ability to innovate, building stronger
and smarter, while also maximizing project dollars and delivery
times on vital post-Harvey projects,” Washington said. “The need
is immense and the response must be equal to that challenge. As
governor, you have the emergency authority to ensure design-build
can deliver in Texas just as it has in so many other communities
rebuilt after a disaster.”
According to the DBIA, Abbott did not expand design-build authorization for Harvey recovery.
The common criticism of design-build is that it weakens competition, is only good for large projects, encourages favoritism, and
that it paves the way for large out-of-state construction companies
to come in and take work from local firms.
The DBIA, of course, dismisses those criticisms, pointing to the
fact that design-build projects take place across the spectrum,
from projects like the $3 million Shake Shack in Dallas, to the
$1.4 billion Northeast Water Purification Plant in Houston, currently the largest design-build project in the country. (see page 18)
The Federal Highway Administration is quantifying the role
design-build is having on highway construction. While its report
concluded that design-bid-build will be in use for many years,
preliminary results of the study are illuminating for design-build.
According to the survey of 291 projects completed between 2004
and 2015, alternative contracting methods — which include design-build-low bid, and design-build-best value — are employed
across all project sizes, save time, accelerate cost certainty, and
increase project intensity.
The study found that design-build-best value projects have the
highest levels of agency-directed change orders among alternative forms of delivery. However, the study also found that more
than half of the change orders were implemented when the project
award was lower than the engineer’s estimate, meaning the change
order could have brought increased value to a given project.
That’s essentially what happened in Boston, where the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority is building the 4.7-mile extension of the Green Line to the suburbs of Somerville and Medford.
Having previously fizzled — the original joint venture, WhiteSkanska-Kiewit, was booted from the project for various reasons

DESIGN-BUILD AT-A-GLANCE
Design-build contracting is a method of project delivery in which the
design and construction phases of a project are combined into one
contract, usually awarded on either a low-bid or best-value basis.
This can provide significant time savings compared with the more
traditional design-bid-build approach in which the design and
construction services must be undertaken in sequence.
Benefits include:
• Cost savings
• Schedule reduction
• Reduced litigation
• Risks associated with design errors and omissions are transferred
from owner to the design-build team
Source: U.S. Department of Transportation

DESIGN-BUILD STATISTICS
Of the states using design build:
• 95 percent use design-build for highways
• 65 percent use design-build for bridges
• 9 percent use design-build for rail
Completed transportation design-build projects:
• 800 percent increase from 2002 through 2016
Design-build advantages:
• 34 percent faster delivery
• 11 percent less schedule growth
• 93 percent of projects on-time or ahead of schedule
Value range for design-build projects:
• From $25 million and less to more than $200 million
Notable design build projects:
• U.S. 90 Bridge, Bay St. Louis, Miss. ($283 million)
• State Route 42, Greene County, N.Y. ($14.1 million)
• Long Island Railroad & Metro North MTA, New York ($634 million)
• Chevron Headquarters, Covington, La. ($79.8 million)
• I-35W Bridge, Minneapolis ($265 million)
• Pentagon Reconstruction, Arlington, Va. ($501 million)
• Carlsbad Desalination Plant, Carlsbad, Calif. ($583 million)
• Union Station, Denver ($374.8 million)
• Mesa Towers, Irvine, Calif. ($96.7 million)
Progressive design-build:
• Uses a qualifications-based or best-value selection, followed by
a process whereby the owner then “progresses” toward a design
and contract price with the team.
Potential obstacles to progressive design-build:
• Restrictive procurement regulations
• Awarding without full completion on the overall design-build
contract price
• Owners may be uncomfortable in exercising the “off ramp” in the
event parties cannot reach commercial agreement on the designbuilder’s proposal
• Subcontractor procurement challenges
• Lack of interest in changing approaches
Source: Design-Build Institute of America
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in 2015 — the transit program was reignited late last year when GLX
Constructors, a Flour-led consortium that includes Middlesex Corp.,
Herzog, Balfour Beatty Infrastructure Inc., and STV, won the bid with
a $1.08 billion proposal. Coming in well below the cost ceiling of $1.3
billion, GLX was able to re-include Green Line features such as station
canopies, public art, and a portion of walking and cycling trails along
the tracks, according to accounts published in The Boston Globe.
That Flour and Balfour Beatty, two of the top design-build firms in the
nation, would be spearheading a marquee project in a marquee market
should come as no surprise. Likewise, CH2M and CDM Smith are
part of the joint venture on the Northeast Water Purification Plant in
Houston, and Kiewet Corp. subsidiary Kiewit Infrastructure West Co.,
led the joint venture on the $583 million Carlsbad Desalination Plant
in California. In Burns & McDonnell’s own back yard sits Black &
Veatch, a super-firm in its own right. But that’s the playing field for
design-build, and Burns & McDonnell is comfortable with the competition and the stakes.
“We compete against those guys all the time,” Schaefer said. “You
win some and you lose some. It’s all about relationships. You have
to understand the people who are going to be in the room [when you
propose] and know what their wants and needs are.”
Schaefer concedes that there are plenty of owners out there who just
don’t want to give design-build a try. But there are plenty who do, and
when they take the plunge, the results are increasingly predictable.
“Once they do it once, they want to do it again,” Schaefer said.
The Burns & McDonnell headquarters expansion is crammed with
amenities and, according to Brittney Swartz, a landscape architect for

the expansion project, the design-build delivery model made it possible
to put the bells and whistles into the final product: A 20,000-squarefoot child care center, crucial as the firm looks to recruit more women,
a coffee shop, a 250-seat auditorium, a 2,500-square-foot rooftop event
space, and a full-service pharmacy are the headliners.

How does all this get coordinated during an aggressive construction
schedule that came in under two years? Constant communication and
education among the various business units involved, Swartz said.
The building also has 60 conference rooms, reclaimed white marble
from the abandoned Beth Shalom temple formerly on the site, hackberry wood veneers and ceiling panels, 100-percent LED lighting, 300
tons of recycled steel and metal, a fully automated blind system, and
electric vehicle charging stations. The facility was designed to accommodate the Phase Two expansion, and both buildings can be converted
for another tenant should Burns & McDonnell ever move.
In the end, Burns & McDonnell got everything it wanted out of the
building.
“There are opportunities that come up through the process, and because
we’re a [design-build] team, it’s easier to work it in,” said Swartz.
RICHARD MASSEY is director of newsletters and special publications at Zweig
Group and editor of The Zweig Letter. He can be reached at rmassey@
zwieiggroup.com.

Northeast Water Purification Plant
The City of Houston’s Northeast Water Purification Plant
in Humble, Texas, is the nation’s largest design-build
project. The $1.4 billion project led by Houston Waterworks
Team, a design-build joint venture between CDM Smith
and CH2M, will increase treatment capacity from 80
million gallons per day (mgd) to 400 mgd by 2024. The
project comprises pumping and conveyance of water from
Lake Houston; an intake pump station; twin, 108-inch
transmission mains; pre- and post-treatment chemical
addition; ozone treatment; filtration; finished water storage
tanks; and a high-service pumping station.
The Northeast Water Purification Plant in Houston is currently the largest
design-build project in the United States.
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management files

Cutting through
the complexity
Understand basic patent filing rules for
civil and structural engineering inventors.
By Stephen L. Keefe, P.E., Esq.

U.S. patent law provides a successful patent applicant with a legal

right to exclude others from making, using, selling, offering to sell, or
importing his or her claimed invention. Global patent law comprises a
patchwork of territorial rights, with almost all nations offering similar
exclusive patent rights.
When it comes to pushing a patent application to grant, patent offices
worldwide tend to reward inventors who can present their invention’s
novelty in terms of tangible structure. Applicants who claim their inventions using well-defined features clearly different from the prior art can
look forward to an increased probability for success during patent prosecution. Because civil and structural engineering technologies rest on
such clear structure, these disciplines arm their inventors with a natural
advantage in obtaining patent protection. In contrast, more abstract fields
struggle with patent law’s aversion to vague, intangible features.

First to file

Most of the world has operated on a first-to-file regime for decades. The
U.S. came a little late to the first-to-file game with the America Invents
Act in 2011, which replaced the old American first-to-invent system.
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Basically, the first inventor to file a patent application now wins any
controversy over inventorship of a given invention. More important,
the first-to-file framework offers a less reliable grace period against
prior art that predates patent filing, which makes it even more critical
for patent applicants to file their applications as soon as possible.
If a civil or structural engineer conceives of a useful invention, filing
an application as soon as possible — before any public disclosure —
comprises the clear best practice. However, commercial realities often
make this best practice easier said than done. Startups and inventors
working in accelerators may need to disclose their inventions quickly
to potential investors to stay afloat. Sales forces, always notorious
sources of public disclosure, will disclose as much novelty as they
can as quickly as possible to make sales. Such business pressures can
prematurely force public disclosures of inventions to third parties.
Although public disclosure of an invention prior to filing does not
always kill patentability, it will in many situations. Public disclosure
before filing can create lethal prior art, though patent law does provide
some protection. The 2011 America Invents Act provides some cover
to inventors relating to public disclosure that they make themselves for
up to 12 months following that disclosure. But this limited grace period
may not provide ironclad protection, and inventors should think twice
before disclosing subject matter prior to filing.
Similarly, nondisclosure agreements may provide some protection
against public disclosure, but only to the extent that contractual obligations may dissuade another party from disclosing information. Inventors relying on nondisclosure agreements must realize that if a third
party discloses an invention prior to patent filing in violation of the
agreement, the inventor may have only a contract claim against the

party that violated the agreement. However, the contract claim stemming from violation of the nondisclosure agreement does not undo the
public disclosure itself. The public disclosure by the third party prior to
patent filing will probably create patent-destroying prior art, notwithstanding the contractual breach.
The bottom line: Inventors who file patent applications on subject matter prior to disclosing that subject matter publicly put themselves in a
favorable position in terms of patent law.

International filings

Filing a patent application as quickly as possible to take advantage
of global first-to-file regimes also starts the global filing clock. As a
general rule, patent applicants have 12 months from first filing of their
invention to initiate global filing. Taking U.S. filers as an example,
U.S.-based applicants typically file first at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Either an informal provisional application or a formal
nonprovisional patent application starts the 12-month deadline for
international filing.
If an inventor wants to pursue patent protection outside of the U.S., he
or she should either file an international application or file all desired
foreign applications within 12 months. Two key international agreements dictate this deadline — the 19th century Paris Convention and
the U.N.-administered Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). For almost
150 years, the Paris Convention has given applicants a year to file
foreign patent applications claiming priority to their first-filed applications. The PCT opens up further options for applicants, providing
additional time if would-be patentees file an international application
under the treaty within a year of first filing.
Global patent filing provides wider protection but costs significantly
more money to prosecute. Applicants must eventually file an additional
patent application claiming priority to their first filing for each nation
in which they strive for patent protection. In view of high costs, many
applicants settle for either one or a handful of nations. For example,
seeking wider patent coverage in 10 nations easily translates into a
six-figure patent bill for an innovator. Japan typically costs the most,
while Europe offers some cost-savings by offering a single regional
patent application covering most of the continent.
The general rule of thumb many applicants follow is to use the Paris
Convention to cover three nations or less, while resorting to the PCT
for wider global filing efforts. Applicants make Paris Treaty filings on
a nation-by-nation basis; PCT filing involves more nuance.

Patent Cooperation Treaty

Using the PCT costs about US $5,000 and preserves at least an option
to file almost everywhere in the world for as many as 30 months from
first filing. Whereas the Paris Convention cuts off at one year from a
first filing on a given invention, filing a PCT application within one
year of first filing gives an applicant a full two and a half years from
the first, priority filing to file follow-on applications around the world.
Many applicants, particularly corporate filers, often need the extra time
to make up their minds on how to spend their intellectual property
budget. Corporate research and development, marketing, sales, prod-

uct managers, and financial controllers all typically hold a stake in
intellectual property, so the decision-making cycle can take some time.
Going through a typical filing pattern may help to illustrate why many
applicants choose PCT and how they use it. For example, an exemplary
applicant follows the best practice of filing an application as soon as
possible, prior to any public disclosure. The applicant, if a U.S.-based
enterprise, files first in the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office. The applicant values the invention highly and wants to pursue foreign filing,
but the stakeholders have not reached consensus on global patent filing
strategy within a year of the first application filing. The applicant files
a PCT application within 12 months of the first American filing, buying
at least another 18 months to pick foreign filing nations.
Many nuances exist within the PCT. Some nations give 30 months
from first filing, while others give 31. China has a grace period. Europe
offers a regional phase followed by individual national validations.
Other regional filing options exist as well. Although all major economies have signed onto the PCT, some smaller nations do not participate
in the PCT and only participate in the Paris Convention.
As global patent law remains territorial, nation-specific wrinkles create further complexities for international filing. Some nations require
translations, while others do not. Most nations follow European-style
as opposed to American-style patent prosecution, notably China.
When pursuing foreign filing, most applicants cover the U.S., the major European nations, and China. Some other common filing nations
include Japan, Korea, Canada, Australia, Brazil, and Russia. India’s
sclerotic bureaucracy and uneven patent system still discourage many
applicants from choosing that nation.

Bottom line takeaways

Although U.S. and international patent acquisition involves a firehose
of detail and complexity, following some of the basic rules discussed
above can help inventors and innovative enterprises protect their innovation. File as quickly as possible, before making public disclosures,
if possible. If pursuing foreign filing, remember the 12-month deadline
from first filing. Consider using the Paris Convention for a few direct
foreign filings, while keeping the PCT as an option to gain additional
time for decision-making.
Finally, patent law naturally favors tangible fields such as civil and
structural engineering. Civil and structural engineers should not hesitate in taking their innovations to the patent office.
STEPHEN L. KEEFE, P.E., ESQ., is a patent attorney with the Sigma Law Group
(www.sigmalawgroup.com), based in the greater New York City and Philadelphia metropolitan areas. After graduating from West Point with a degree in civil
engineering and serving in the U.S. Army, Keefe earned a Master’s Degree
in civil engineering from Columbia University and practiced as a structural
engineer in New York City and Virginia for six years. He served as a patent
examiner at the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, received a Juris Doctorate
from the George Washington University Law School, and has practiced patent
law for more than 10 years at leading intellectual property law firms and as
in-house corporate patent counsel. He can be contacted at steve.keefe@
sigmalawgroup.com.
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Five surprising benefits
of project accounting

In addition to quantitative insights,
some qualitative perks can boost profits.

Project accounting is, simply put, the practice of accounting on a

project-by-project basis. To do it right, you need to track all of the resources that go into each component of projects, as well as the resulting
revenue. When you break each project down into its own profit center,
you can assess successes and failures much more clearly and take the
appropriate actions.
To get the data you need, you have to involve every member of your
team. Project managers and senior associates must take direct responsibility for the financials of their projects. They essentially become CEOs
of their individual projects, as they have access to and control over the
profits and losses of each project. Even entry-level employees need to
enter their time and expenses (including if you only work on fixed-fee
projects) and understand the key performance indicators (KPIs) related
to their work.
Project accounting has a variety of benefits that are directly related to
the hard numbers it gives you. Insights into project profitability, better long-term planning, and steady cash flow are all undeniably great
reasons to undertake this practice. However, there are also a number of
more qualitative perks that still ultimately boost your profits.
With this in mind, take a look at five surprising benefits of project accounting.
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Benefit 1: Cultivates employee accountability — When your staff
has to track and analyze their project financials, they’ll have a much
clearer understanding of how their actions affect profit margins. And
with the visibility that project accounting offers, there’s no excuse for
ignorance.
The link between your employees’ efforts and project performance will
become even more tangible if you tie incentives such as bonuses to the
latter. Whether or not you choose to do this, you’re likely to see your
team work harder thanks to this newfound accountability.
Benefit 2: Enhances collaboration — Project accounting necessitates
the sharing of information because all team members have to contribute or monitor data. Plus, when people take greater responsibility for
project outcomes, they’ll want to know all of the results of their work.
With the right software, it’s also easy to share project accounting KPIs.
Due to these factors, project accounting facilitates conversations between and among departments. Sometimes it may be beneficial for a
team to narrow its focus and not look at the big picture, but it’s often
helpful for employees to have more context surrounding their work.
When they understand more how what they do relates to the firm as a
whole, they often have more motivation.
Benefit 3: Eliminates confusion — Project accounting requires set
processes and methodical tracking of KPIs. This means that it’s easiest when there are routines and standard methods of working. These
regimens aren’t just good for getting the data you need, they also make
work less stressful for everyone involved.
By breaking projects down into phases and tasks, and assigning them
to specific team members, they’ll understand exactly what they need
to do.

You can use project accounting software to make things even more
straightforward. In BQE Core, for example, if you allocate tasks to
specific employees, their time cards will be populated automatically by
the assignments they need to work on. You can also create to-dos for
team members that, when marked as complete in Core’s mobile app,
can be converted right into time entries. Processes like these remove
the friction during data entry while keeping everyone on track.
Benefit 4: Sticks to the schedule — Project accounting keeps you from
falling behind in two distinct ways. First, related to Benefit 3, when
everyone’s role is clear and the whole team knows its next steps, it’s
easier to stay on schedule.
Admittedly, the second reason doesn’t exactly fit into the qualitative
theme, but it’s important to note. Project accounting provides the insights needed for better efficiency and more accurate timelines. When
you hold a magnifying glass up to your projects, you’re able to see
where processes are breaking down, and act to fix them. Perhaps a
specific employee doesn’t have the training to complete a task on time,
or there’s something about your approach that’s causing you to go over.
With project accounting, you’re able to pinpoint flaws and then address
them.
Similarly, when you gather data on multiple projects that are similar
to each other, you’ll be able to form estimates that are more accurate.
This is especially helpful if you find that your team is already very
efficient but is still falling behind schedule. When you have trend data,

you’ll understand if you’ve simply been undercutting your efforts with
unrealistic timelines.
Benefit 5: Makes clients and staff happier — There are a number of
reasons why project accounting will foster better moods across the
board. In terms of clients, your financial strength will allow you to give
them adequate attention and provide the best service. They’ll appreciate your timely work, accurate numbers, and professionalism.
Employees, meanwhile, will feel empowered by their responsibility.
They can be more effective at their jobs, prove their worth, and be
fairly compensated for doing so. Your team will also appreciate the
context that project accounting gives them.
While improved morale is a noteworthy benefit in its own right, it’s
worthwhile to mention that it can boost profits as well. Naturally, your
clients are more likely to do repeat business with you if they’re satisfied, and happy employees are more dedicated.
Given all of these qualitative and quantitative benefits, you owe it to
yourself, your team members, your clients, and your firm to start practicing project accounting.
Information provided by BQE Software (www.bqe.com), which makes BQE
Core software for billing, time and expenses, project management, and
accounting for professional services. To learn more about BQE Core or to
schedule a walk-through demonstration, visit www.bqe.com/CSESC618.

All the numbers,
one platform.
NE X T- GENER ATION PROJEC T
MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING
GET A COMPLIMENTARY 15-DAY TRIAL
AT W W W.BQE.COM/CORE
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As a large, multinational organization headquartered in Dubai, Al Naboodah Group
Enterprises (ANGE) has as many as 100 construction sites active at any time.
Photo: ANGE

Lean IT strategy

multiple offices and worksites to consolidate vast amounts of information in a way that’s easy to manage.

How one multinational engineering giant optimized its IT assets.

Beyond that, lack of visibility prevents business and IT decision makers
from seeing that all technology investments are driving real business value. Regardless of an organization’s geographic footprint, size, or scope,
IT asset management should be a top priority. With the right technology,
engineering and construction firms can create visibility over their IT
estates to gauge usage, optimize spending, and drive digital transformation. Headquartered in Dubai, Al Naboodah Group Enterprises (ANGE)
provides an example of how to accomplish this feat.

In engineering and construction there’s little, if any, margin for er-

ror. Up against tight deadlines, finite design specifications, and with
customer expectations at an all-time high, engineering and construction firms need to make efficient and highly accurate moves to remain
competitive. That means every part of the business, IT included, should
be lean. As firms grow over time, their IT landscape becomes larger
and gets cluttered with various types of software and hardware assets.
Without good governance, executing a lean IT strategy becomes a
challenge.
For a large organization structured around industry specialties of civil
engineering; structural engineering; and mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing (MEP), etc., there is also the challenge of managing different
staff software entitlements, each of which may have different software
needs based on their role. Without a centralized view of all applications
across the organization, it can be difficult for large enterprises with
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Diversified company demands diversified solutions

ANGE is one of the oldest and most respected family conglomerates
in the United Arab Emirates, with as many as 100 construction sites
active at any time. Its core business focuses on civil engineering, building, MEP and facilities management, though it also represents a diverse
portfolio of global brands in the transportation, travel, electrical, solar,
logistics, heavy equipment, agriculture, and fit-out arenas. As a multinational organization headquartered in Dubai, ANGE has operations in
Oman, Saudi Arabia, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka, and employs more than
16,000 people comprising more than 40 nationalities.

While ANGE is clearly diversified — with an IT environment that
straddles a wide range of businesses and geographical locations —
its IT is run centrally, on a group level. With limited visibility, data
blindness can result in unutilized or underutilized applications or compliance challenges. To control sprawling IT spend caused by license
redundancy across the organization, ANGE’s IT governance and planning manager needed a powerful solution to provide user-level visibility over hardware and software — regardless of which department
purchased the technology. Group CIO Mario Foster also required a
solution capable of integrating software license information to enable
business decision makers to make more effective choices regarding IT
investments.

The SAM opportunity

When it came time to begin evaluating enterprise technologies to solve
its challenges, ANGE reviewed several Gartner use cases and various
products on the market with a single major objective: Solve multiple
problems with a single investment and solution. When the ANGE team
came across Software Asset Management (SAM) platforms, the ability to gain granular, device-level insights that were needed to retire or
recycle unused licenses stood out.
In March 2016, ANGE selected Snow Software — specifically Snow
License Manager, Software Recognition Service, Snow Inventory, and
Snow’s Virtualization Management Option — for 2,200 devices, with
an additional 800 licenses purchased later that year. Paired with the
advanced capabilities these solutions offered was support from Snow’s
customer service team that ensured ANGE would be able to leverage
the SAM technology for all of its IT governance and planning needs.
From the outset of its implementation, ANGE was able to achieve great
visibility over its IT estate and leverage the information from Snow on
several group-wide projects. For instance, ANGE was implementing a
product that needed .NET Framework 4.5.
With the visibility provided by Snow, the IT infrastructure and service
desk teams could clearly identify and target only those PCs that had an
older version. Then, when mid-project the vendor changed its specification to 4.6, ANGE was able to easily identify the systems that could
be moved directly from 4.4 to 4.6, and which ones to upgrade from 4.5
to 4.6.
“We would not have had that visibility and power to scale so fast if
we had not deployed Snow,” said Abhinav Mittal, IT governance and
planning manager, ANGE.

No more audit nightmares

As a result of its SAM deployment, ANGE received detailed reports
on license usage that would help defend against upcoming software
audits. As most IT managers know, preparing for an audit is a huge
undertaking for companies — one that most would like to avoid. When
software vendors learn that enterprises have implemented SAM processes, they tend to defer the audit and move on to companies with less
advanced SAM processes. When approached by one of its software
vendors, ANGE used a Snow-generated report to illustrate how it was
using its licenses appropriately and within contract guidelines.

“We tell the vendors upfront we are using Snow, and that we have
very well-defined Software Asset Management processes and policies to back that up; this acts as deterrent and vendors avoid us,”
Mittal said.
With new visibility over its IT estate, ANGE has been able to tighten
up the request and procurement process, improve cybersecurity, and
proactively manage its critical business systems.

Reinforcing value of IT in the C-suite

IT strategists with this visibility can elevate IT from a manager of
software assets to a true business partner. Group CIO Foster and his
team use Snow-generated analytics in their internal discussions, as
well as with the IT steering committee. When it comes time to fend off
budget cuts, the team can cite objective usage data to justify the cost of
certain software and locate non-provisioned IT projects to reevaluate
or eliminate.
“For example, some time back, our Group CFO asked us to cut our
budget,” Mittal said. “And because we had the data on which software
is used by business users, which software is centrally provisioned by
IT, the cost of that software and who was using it, we were able to have
a very objective negotiation with our Group CFO about where IT could
shrink its budget and deliver greater productivity.”
Armed with intelligence generated from Snow, Foster drives strategic
conversations during executive management meetings and helps business leaders reduce their IT costs by proactively educating business
users to stop renewal of unitized licenses. These insights, made easily
accessible by the advanced analytics dashboards, help to drive digital
transformation in the enterprise.
To bolster C-suite faith in ANGE’s SAM processes, Mittal works
closely with Foster to run a tight ship. The group has a set of welldefined policies about what standard software users are supposed to
have on their PCs and what procedures are required for sourcing any
software or hardware.
“As a software asset management solution, Snow helps Al Naboodah
Group Enterprises maintain our license to operate, have better visibility, and therefore better productivity management of risks in the
organization,” Mittal said. “It helps all of us.”
With its IT assets visible and under close control, SAM technology
enabled ANGE to derive direct value from its technology investments.
It helped keep software updated and properly allocated while also reducing the stress of software audits.
“With the amount of information that we get from Snow, it has assisted
me in good IT governance,” Mittal said, “and I think it was one of the
most strategic IT investments we have made.”
Information provided by Snow Software (www.snowsoftware.com/int).
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Autodesk releases
InfraWorks and Civil 3D 2019
Enhancements focus on collaboration, drawing production,
interoperability, and data exchange.

In April, Autodesk announced the latest releases of Autodesk InfraWorks and Autodesk Civil 3D 2019. These software releases provide
enhancements for closer collaboration, improved design, more efficient drawing production, tighter interoperability, and smoother data
exchange, the company said. Following are the key enhancements for
both products.
InfraWorks

Enterprise cloud collaboration with BIM 360 — Teams can now
collaborate on InfraWorks models using the Autodesk BIM 360 platform. This enterprise-based platform allows companies to better manage project data, controlling access to project-specific libraries with
roles and permission settings. With this cloud-based solution, users can
select a BIM 360 project in which to store new InfraWorks models
created with Model Builder. Team members can also take advantage of
the BIM 360 document management functionality to view and markup
valuable project data.
Shared views — Shared views are a quick and simple way to share
InfraWorks models online without having to invest in an enterpriselevel solution like BIM 360. An Autodesk account is all that is needed.
Once models are shared online, others can view and comment on that
shared view.
Terrain contours — The display of terrain contours has been enhanced with view-based settings to control the presentation and visibility of contour lines and elevation text labels. For example, contours
and elevation labels can be set to fade in and out based on camera
distance. Or specific major and minor contour intervals can be set to
display when zooming in past a certain point. In addition, display performance has been improved, Autodesk said, regardless of the number
of contours displayed.
Parametric tunnels — InfraWorks now supports parametric tunnel
component parts and assemblies, allowing users to design tunnels in
the context of an overall infrastructure project. For further customization, parametric tunnel sections can be designed in Autodesk Inventor
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and imported into InfraWorks. The parametric InfraWorks tunnels can
also be sent to Autodesk Revit for more detailed design.
Detailed bridge design — InfraWorks road alignments and span
end lines can be transferred to an Autodesk Structural Bridge Design
model, allowing a bridge designer or engineer to create a more detailed
bridge model and perform refined analysis.
Consolidated road modeling — All the road modeling tools have
been consolidated in this release of InfraWorks. Planning roads are
for visualization of large networks and component roads are for preliminary engineering. When opening an InfraWorks model in this new
release, all existing design roads will be automatically converted to
component roads
Dynamic integration with Revit — Changes to InfraWorks bridges
can be dynamically updated in Revit. When users modify a bridge in
InfraWorks (that was previously sent to Revit), they have the option
of automatically updating the bridge in Revit to match the InfraWorks
bridge. This avoids losing all the detailed design work that has been
done on the bridge in Revit.
Import InfraWorks roads as Civil 3D corridors — When component roads are imported from InfraWorks to Civil 3D, they will
automatically become corridors with surfaces and subassemblies. In
fact, all InfraWorks design roads will be automatically converted to
component roads, giving users the enhanced design capabilities that
component roads offer while supporting more robust interoperability
with Civil 3D.

Civil 3D 2019

Fixed vertical curves with low/high points — Civil 3D users can
define a new type of fixed vertical curve in an alignment profile by
specifying a high or low point, enabling them to start the profile design
from a specific point. For example, if a road has a low point (such as for
a box culvert) and that low point will control the design of the whole
road, that point can be used to define a vertical curve. This feature

allows users to develop the rest of a design
from a known point and adhere to that design
constraint throughout their design process.
Rail cants supported in Subassembly
Composer — Rail subassemblies created in
Subassembly Composer now have the ability
to read the cant that has been calculated on
the alignment and then use those cant values
to build a corridor that accurately reflects the
calculated cant.
Batch saves — Multiple drawings and template files can be opened and saved to the
latest versions of Civil 3D using the Autodesk
Batch Save Utility. Custom scripts can also
be included in the batch operation, such as a
script for drawing cleanup that runs the Purge
and Audit commands on every drawing. This
feature can be an enormous time-saver when
moving a project to a newer version of Civil
3D, eliminating the need to individually open,
save, and perform cleanup for the hundreds or
thousands of drawings in a project. In addition, it runs outside of the Civil 3D software
environment and therefore doesn’t slow down
ongoing production, according to Autodesk.

Teams can collaborate on InfraWorks models using the Autodesk BIM 360 platform.

Drawing comparison — The new AutoCAD
DWG Compare feature identifies and visually
displays the differences between two drawings. Objects that were modified, added, or
removed are displayed in a new comparison
drawing using different colors to highlight the
differences.
Import InfraWorks roads as Civil 3D
corridors — Component roads imported
from InfraWorks will automatically become
Civil 3D corridors of simple assemblies and
subassemblies. This expands the interoperability between InfraWorks and Civil 3D and
strengthens the connection of BIM processes
on infrastructure projects.

InfraWorks roads imported to Civil 3D 2019 automatically generate as Civil 3D corridors.

Shared views — The Shared Views tool provides a quick and simple way to share models
and drawings in the cloud, the company said.
Anyone can view and comment on the shared
view by using a free Autodesk account, even
if they do not have an Autodesk product installed.
Information provided by Autodesk
(www.autodesk.com).

Fixed vertical curves can be defined in Civil 3D 2019 alignments by specifying low/high points.
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STRUCTURES + BUILDINGS

Structural steel
innovations

Twelve building projects win AISC’s top steel design awards.

In April, the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) recognized 12 structural steel projects in its 2018 Innovative Design in Engineering and Architecture
with Structural Steel (IDEAS2) awards program. Conducted annually, the IDEAS2
award is the highest honor bestowed on building projects by the U.S. structural
steel industry and recognizes excellence and innovation in the use of structural
steel on building projects across the country.
The 12 IDEAS2 winners were selected from nearly 100 submissions received from
architectural, engineering, and construction firms throughout the U.S. Each project
was judged on its use of structural steel from both an architectural and structural
engineering perspective, with an emphasis on creative solutions to the project’s
program requirements; applications of innovative design approaches in areas such
as connections, gravity systems, lateral load resisting systems, fire protection, and
blast; aesthetic and visual impact of the project; innovative use of architecturally
exposed structural steel (AESS); technical or architectural advances in the use of
the steel; and the use of innovative design and construction methods.
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A panel of design and construction industry professionals identified National and
Merit winners in three categories based on total constructed value: projects greater
than $75 million; projects $15 million to $75 million; and projects less than $15 million. In addition, the panel awarded a Presidential Award of Excellence in Engineering
to two projects for structural engineering accomplishment.
The IDEAS2 program also recognizes the importance of teamwork, coordination, and
collaboration in fostering successful construction projects. Awards for each winning
project are presented to the project team members involved in the design and construction of the structural framing system, including the architect, structural engineer of
record, general contractor, owner, and AISC member fabricator, erector, detailer, and
bender-roller. The awards are presented to the team members at ceremonies held at
each of the winning projects during the year.
“We celebrate these projects and appreciate the savvy, creative people behind them
for showcasing the beauty and usefulness of structural steel,” said Charles J. Carter,
Ph.D., S.E., P.E., president of AISC. “Our hearty congratulations to the award-winning
teams for a great compilation of excellent solutions!”
Following are the 2018 award-winning projects in each category.

Projects greater than $75 million

National Award: 150 North Riverside, Chicago — The new 54-story, 1.25 millionsquare-foot, Class A office, pre-certified LEED Gold tower spans across seven active
Amtrak lines, was constructed using cranes balanced on barges, and used lifts of the
largest steel sections in the world. The tower features a narrow structure at its base and
a compact footprint, which opens up to column-free floors above. Just 85 feet at its
widest, the site is hemmed by the river and a 30-foot setback to the east, active Amtrak
lines to the west, and Lake and Randolph Streets to the north and south. Above Level
8 (the first full floor positioned more than 100 feet above the plaza), the concrete
core-supported tower looks like a typical 46-story steel-framed office building. From
Levels 4 to 8, a four-story transfer truss with sloping columns “funnels” the tower out
of Amtrak air-rights space on the west and onto the developer’s land in a footprint
equal to just 30 percent of the tower’s floor area. Although not similarly restricted, the
building’s east side was also designed to slope inward to balance forces and provide
open access to the expanding Chicago Riverwalk. All 16 sloping columns along the
east and west building faces are 65-ksi W36x925 — the largest and strongest rolled
steel shapes in the world. At the furthest north and south column lines, the sloping columns are part of a four-story steel truss. Each truss is supported by two mega-columns,
each comprised of two W36x925 sections joined together to create an economical and
compact super-column carrying 13,500 tons. Between the north and south column
lines, the base of each sloping column bears on the central concrete core. Structural
engineer for 150 North Riverside is Magnusson Klemencic Associates, Inc., Seattle.

150 North Riverside, Chicago.
Photo: Magnusson Klemencic Associates, Michael Dickter

National Award: World Trade Center Transportation Hub (The Oculus), New York
City — The main transit hall in the new multi-billion dollar transit station at the tip of
Manhattan Island will serve more than 200,000 travelers each day. The Oculus consists of two parallel arches spanning across a 300-foot-long oval-shaped opening in
the transit hall roof slab, and reaches a crown height of more than 100 feet. The arches
are supported by columns spaced approximately 7 feet apart — the same distance that
the columns of the twin towers were spaced. The spaces between the columns and the
gap between the arches are covered in glass, which allows natural light to illuminate
the 90,000-square-foot main hall. The “wings” of the dove consist of variable-length
rafters that extend from the arches to form a roof-like structure, the largest of which is
197 feet long (equivalent to an 18-story building). The entire structure used a total of
june 2018
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World Trade Center Transportation Hub
(The Oculus), New York City.
Photo: COWI North America

11,500 tons of large steelwork pieces. A sequential erection, rather than
shoring, allowed the geometry and load paths to be measured throughout construction. Essential to the segmental erection process was the
staged construction computer analysis model created for the project.
Erection tolerances for the structural steel were exceedingly tight. In
order to allow the glazing to fit properly, the steel in the arch and the
columns had to be within 1/2 inch of the theoretical design location.
The project team used the model to determine the cambered shape of
each individual steel segment, the stresses in the structure, and the position of the geometry control points during each stage of the erection.
Design architect and structural engineer is Santiago Calatrava. Managing engineer, engineer of record, managing architect, and architect of
record are the Downtown Design Partnership, an STV/AECOM joint
venture, in association with Parsons Transportation Group.

the hat truss to the tower’s high-strength concrete core walls, and accommodate temperature changes of the exposed hat truss. The hanging
perimeter steel columns create open office lease spaces free of interior
columns as well as a completely column-free lobby with no perimeter
columns meeting the ground level. Measuring 28 feet, 1-1/2 inches
deep and weighing 1,870 tons, the structural steel hat truss system
extends 40 to 45 feet from the core walls. The building is tuned with
longer clear spans for the 20 suspended south-side levels to balance
the load of the shorter spans in the 23 suspended north-side levels. The
central reinforced concrete core walls provide the tower’s only connection to its complex foundation and resist all gravity loads, as well
as wind and seismic vertical and lateral loads. Structural engineers are
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP, San Francisco, and Dunn Associates, Inc., Salt Lake City.

Merit Award: 111 Main, Salt Lake City — 111 Main suspends the entire perimeter of a 387-foot-tall, 24-story tower above an adjacent fivestory theater. An air rights agreement allows the tower to extend above
the theater starting at Level 5. Located in a region of high seismicity,
a balanced two-way, 3D steel hat truss system at the penthouse roof
level balances load and supports 18 perimeter columns and long-span
steel floor framing. Six articulated structural steel bearings (typically
located at a building’s base for seismic isolation) support the steel hat
truss system and direct the compressive gravity and lateral forces from

Merit Award: U.S. Bank Stadium, Minneapolis — Structural engineer
Thornton Tomasetti teamed with Dallas-based architect HKS to make
the $825 million, 66,200-seat, Minnesota Sports Facility Authority’s
vision of a climate-controlled, amenity-rich, multi-purpose venue a
reality. Comprising more than 240,000 square feet, with some panels
measuring more than 420 feet in length, the three-layer Texlon ETFE
(ethylene-tetra-fluoro-ethylene) polymer film, air-pressure-stabilized
pillow system covering the south-sloping roof of U.S. Bank Stadium
is the largest transparent ETFE roof in North America. The stadium
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U.S. Air Force Academy Center
for Character and Leadership
Development, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Photo: SOM © Magda Biernat

features five, 55-foot-wide by 75- to 95-foot-high, curtain wall-clad
structural steel hydraulic mechanized pivoting wall panels. The
lightweight ETFE enabled structural engineers to provide primary
roof support with a single, 970-foot steel ridge truss, resulting in cost
savings and a striking visual lightness. Orchestration of such a large
and complex structure required the use of the software Rhino with the
parametric plugin Grasshopper. The design team used Grasshopper
to optimize the roof pitch and slope to minimize snow accumulation
and reduce roof snow loads. Thornton Tomasetti’s Advanced Project
Delivery approach employs specialized connection design engineers
and steel detailers working side-by-side with the structural engineering design team to conceptualize the connections early in the design
phase once member geometry is set and initial force magnitudes are
available. Transfer of connection design information was validated for
constructability by Thornton Tomasetti’s modeling the connections in
the 3D fabrication software, Tekla Structures. Coordination items were
addressed real-time through the use of a shared live Tekla model utilizing a Panzura system that allowed Thornton Tomasetti’s engineers to
work side-by-side with the fabricator’s detailer.

Projects $15 million to $75 million

National Award: U.S. Air Force Academy Center for Character and
Leadership Development (CCLD), Colorado Springs, Colo. — The
CCLD, serving as an education and research center, features a cantile-

vering 105-foot Skylight consisting of diagonal steel plates composed
in a triangular grid and precisely calibrated to resist lateral forces
due to wind loading. This calibration was achieved by considering
the deflected shape of the Skylight geometry under an inward pressure. When combined with the original geometry, this deflected shape
became the inner boundary of the Skylight’s steel plates, providing a
varying depth across each face. The product is a triangulated system
of plates of varying depth, which creates a normalized stiffness profile
across each face to provide a stable base for attachment of the glazed
cladding units forming the outer skin of the Skylight and allows for
the optimized glass joint dimension. The AESS is devoid of all embellishment or ornamentation. Through the use of an iterative analysis
and design method, structural steel was added only at locations where
it was required by the performance of the structure, resulting in
maximized material efficiency. Analysis of the Skylight also included
consideration of both global and local buckling analyses for geometric
and material non-linearity, as well as a check of stresses in the plate
members to highlight the flow of loads through the structure and areas
of stress concentration. Architect and structural engineer is Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill LLP, New York City.
Merit Award: University of California, Davis Jan Shrem and Maria
Manetti Shrem Museum of Art, Davis, Calif. — The project’s signature
feature is the 50,000-square-foot undulating “Grand Canopy” that covjune 2018
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North Transfer Station Rebuild, Tipping, and Transfer Building, Seattle.
Photo: Integrated Design Engineers

ers the building and most of the remaining site. The varying angles and
porosity of the canopy infill members filter and reflect sunlight. Structural steel was the best material to meet this architectural challenge.
A set of irregularly shaped one- and two-story pavilions — providing
gallery, studio, community, administrative, and service space — have
concrete fill on metal deck diaphragms supported by steel beams and
girders, with steel columns bearing on spread footings and grade beams.
Steel framing efficiently supported the long-span roofs over large galleries and could be manipulated to address complicated skewed conditions, sloping and intersecting roofs, and various cantilevered regions.
Buckling-restrained braced frames (BRBFs) serve as the lateral forceresisting system in the pavilions. The canopy is supported by round
hollow structural sections (HSS) of varying diameters ranging in height
from 15 feet to 35 feet, all supporting HSS14x10 girders and beams.
They, in turn, support triangular, perforated aluminum infill beams of
varying spacing, orientations, and perforations. The canopy columns are
each founded on a concrete drilled pier, creating a “flag pole” system
of cantilevered columns. The canopy is tied to the building pavilions,
so lateral forces are shared by the cantilever columns and the BRBFs,
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and the canopy girders function as seismic collectors. Structural analysis used RAM Structural System for gravity design of the composite
framing of the building and a SAP 2000 model that included both the
building and the canopy for dynamic analyses of wind and seismic
loading. Structural engineer is Rutherford + Chekene, San Francisco.
Consultants include Degenkolb Engineers, San Francisco; Front, Inc.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.; and WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, San Francisco.
Merit Award: Apple Union Square, San Francisco — The addition of a
new structure over a functioning below-ground ballroom and loading
dock that serve the neighboring hotel required creative solutions for
the existing building alterations as well as for the new structure. The
new alterations are intricately woven into the existing structural fabric.
The project comprises three volumes above ground — the store, the bar
building, and the plaza. The unique features of the store — including
tall sliding doors, a bridge-scale transfer truss, a grand cantilevered
floor, a voluminous interior space, and ductile seismic bracing — were
all made possible because of structural steel. A significant portion of
the steel frame was constructed of wide-flange shapes, HSS, and built-

Promedica Corporate Headquarters, Toledo, Ohio.
Photo: Scott Withers - HKS

up sections. The south façade has a pair of tall sliding steel-and-glass
doors — some of the largest ever built — each measuring 42 feet tall
by 20.5 feet wide. Special concentrically braced steel frames comprise
the seismic lateral force resisting system in both directions. The braced
spine is built on a substantial steel transfer truss that spans over the
below-ground ballroom. The second-floor cantilever is constructed
of tapered built-up steel beams, with tuned mass dampers to reduce
the vibration response. Lightweight tapered steel trusses support the
roof and enclose the generous interior volume. Structural engineers are
Foster + Partners, London (also architect) and Simpson Gumpertz &
Heger, San Francisco.
Merit Award: Daily’s Place, Jacksonville, Fla. — This 5,500-seat performance venue connects a new, 94,000-square-foot indoor football
training facility to EverBank Stadium, home of the Jacksonville Jaguars. Both the performance venue and training facility are covered by
a fabric roof that is suspended from an exposed steel roof structure that
features exposed articulated steel trusses atop a single-layer membrane
hung below. Exposed V-columns around the perimeter serve as vertical

load-bearing members while economically resisting hurricane-force
winds. Fifty-foot-tall rolling doors make the spaces flexible, enabling
the facility to host a wide variety of events. The cost-efficient marriage
of exposed structural steel with a specialized, shimmering fabric membrane allows the structure to appear opaque during the day and become
translucently alive at night via distinct lighting from within. To meet an
accelerated timetable, the integrated project team implemented a fully
digital delivery process that eliminated sequential handoffs of documents. A central information database (CID) created from the architect’s Rhino model was crucial to this process. Every participant drew
data from the CID, which defined the complex workpoint geometry
for the entire project, feeding structural and documentation software
platforms including Rhino, Revit, SAP 2000, and Tekla to seamlessly
develop the raw architectural form into a fully connected Tekla model
that was delivered to the successful steel bidder. Structural engineer
and connection designer is Walter P Moore, Kansas City, Mo.

Projects less than $15 million

National Award: North Transfer Station Rebuild, Seattle — The stajune 2018
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Hard Rock Stadium Shade Canopy Erection Plan, Miami Gardens, Fla.
Photo: Hillsdale Fabricators

tion’s new $12 million, 67,000-square-foot Tipping and Transfer
Building superstructure was designed by a structural engineering partnership between Integrated Design Engineers and CDM Smith. The
building is used to collect and sort waste destined for landfill using the
flat-floor unloading and sorting method, and is equipped with noise
and odor reducers and a mist sprayer that reduces dust. A 150kW solar
array and a green roof covers 80 percent of the building’s roof area.
The building’s lower-level southwest corner had to be clear of columns
and walls to allow truck entrance into the building after driving down
the ramp from the street. In addition, the upper-level of the building
had to be column-free for its full 200-foot span. A solution called the
“floating corner” comprises a 50-foot cantilever truss and a 120-foot
main transfer truss system that supports the weight of the entire building at its southwest corner. The main transfer truss at the south face is
supported by a double W30 beam embedded in the concrete slab on
the east, and a full-story cantilever truss on the west. The full-story
truss depth was selected to optimize the structural weight and allow
top and bottom chord stabilization. The complexity of these trusses lies
in the multiple-stage camber that ensures the trusses are at the correct
elevations when the building is completed and loadings applied, as any
unpredicted deflection would impact the building’s tri-chorded roof
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trusses. The upper level of the building had to allow for a 200-foot
span of open space without exceeding a roof structure depth of 7 feet
(a span-to-depth ratio of L/28).
Merit Award: Riggs CAT Headquarters, Little Rock, Ark. — The new
headquarters’ most defining feature is a large western-facing porch. Its
cantilevered tapered ends are capped with a standard galvanized steel
grate cornice that lightens the edge, filters sunlight, and emulates a
shovel blade lifted in the air. The new building’s 163-ton steel structure
acts as a large open shed, sheltering key programmatic elements while
creating two distinct display (public) and activity (private) lawns. A
southern roof overhang and galvanized grate balcony shield direct
sunlight but allow indirect light, a key sustainable strategy. Structural
engineer is Bernhard TME, Little Rock, Ark.

Presidential Award of Excellence in Engineering

Promedica Corporate Headquarters, Toledo, Ohio — ProMedica
Headquarters is an adaptive reuse of two buildings: the historic Daniel
Burnham-designed steam plant constructed in 1896 as well as a Brutalist bank building, both of which are sited adjacent to Promenade
Park on the Maumee River at the heart of downtown Toledo. Trans-

formation of the historic steam plant to a 124,000-square-foot office
building posed numerous challenges. Inside the steam plant shell, a
new four-story office space was created that utilized the existing
roof and existing north, south, and west masonry walls to enclose the
space. The footprint of the office building, however, extends outside
the original steam plant walls toward the Maumee River on the east.
Structural steel was utilized for the architectural desired openness of
the headquarters, with most of this steel being exposed. The floor plan
inside and outside the steam plant walls consists of large bays (50 feet
by 32 feet) to maximize column-free office space. These bays were
only possible using wide-flange steel composite beams with up to 2
inches of camber. These beam cambers were closely monitored while
pouring the composite floor slabs (3-1/2-inch normal-weight concrete
on 3-inch composite deck). Three-inch composite deck was utilized to
reduce the quantity of steel pieces, reduce tonnage, and to create the
minimalist industrial feel to match the history of the site. Floor-to-floor
heights were also limited by the existing steam plant height, thus the
majority of the floors utilize beam depths of 24 inches or less. The
existing steam plant utilizes pairs of steel lattice columns at roughly 16
feet on center, which support steel roof trusses that span approximately
71 feet, 8 inches between the east and west walls. The lattice columns
are set inside the existing masonry walls. Structural engineer is HKS,
Inc., Dallas.
Hard Rock Stadium Shade Canopy Erection Plan, Miami Gardens, Fla.
— Erecting a 14-acre structural steel shade canopy weighing more than
17,000 tons over an existing NFL stadium presented unique challenges

to the project team. Structural engineers Ruby+Associates, Bingham
Farms, Mich., provided full erection engineering services to fabricator/erector Hillsdale Fabricators. The canopy, designed by architect
HOK and structural engineer Thornton Tomasetti, Washington, D.C.,
was part of a $500 million renovation of the 65,000-seat stadium. The
canopy is supported by eight supercolumns. Transfer trusses spanning
between pairs of supercolumns support a 350-foot-tall spire near each
corner of the structure. Sixty-four structural cables, up to 5 inches in
diameter and up to 300 feet long, extend from the top of the masts
to suspend portions of the canopy. Ruby developed a steel erection
plan requiring minimal shoring and no alterations to the existing stadium. A temporary falsework system was shoehorned into each corner
of the stadium. The falsework system allowed for installation of the
lower mast section and cross transfer truss. After these members were
installed, the falsework was removed. To predict the construction
stresses and deformations, as well as cable loading/deformation at each
stage of erection, a sophisticated analytical model was prepared using
SAP 2000. The SAP model accurately predicted the behavior of the
extremely indeterminate structure, minimizing the number of costly
and cumbersome cable readjustments.
For more information about the IDEAS2 awards and the winning projects, visit www.aisc.org/ideas2.
Information provided by the American Institute of Steel Construction
(www.aisc.org).
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STRUCTURES + BUILDINGS

Istanbul’s Küçük Çamlıca TV tower, currently under
construction, features a Newtecnic-developed façade that
allows inhabitable spaces to be attached to the whole of
the tower’s core. With a projected height of 1,197 feet, this
tower will be Istanbul’s tallest structure.

Optimizing construction
technologies and methods
Engineering design house Newtecnic seeks
new levels of quality, efficiency, and productivity.
By Andrew Watts, FICE, FIED, FIET, FRSA, RIBA

From its four offices in the United States — San Jose, Calif.; Los

Angeles; Atlanta; and Austin, Texas — Newtecnic partners with largescale construction industry players and leading academic institutions.
The aim of this enterprise is to bring new levels of quality, efficiency,
and productivity to construction projects. This is achieved through the
application of knowledge, know-how, and technology that allows the
structure, methodology, and performance of building projects to be better understood, controlled, and optimized.
Initially developing a 3D digital-twin of a building allows Newtecnic
to analyze, then improve, develop, and refine its components both
individually and as part of a system. Simultaneously, engineering is
conducted from first principles so that new construction methods are
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invented that lead to greater manufacturing accuracy and accelerated
building processes. This way of revealing and solving problems at the
earliest design stage means that later operations run more smoothly and
have highly predicable outcomes.
This methodology produces immediate economic benefits by making
projects easier to manage because they have foreseeable physical and
procedural characteristics that are better understood by all stakeholders.
Innovation is the key to economic growth in any industrial sector. And
because innovation has traditionally been limited in the construction
industry, the potential rewards are not just achievable but pay highpercentage rewards. The scale of the projects that Newtecnic works
on are of regional and in some cases national economic significance,
which means that when efficiencies are introduced, their impact is felt
far beyond the jobsite.
Because construction represents around 5 percent of U.S. GDP, it is
vital that the supply of skilled workers is increased and that the workforce is developed accordingly. We therefore work with universities
to harness the enthusiasm and energy of young tech-savvy minds. By
offering opportunities to enter the industry and straight away work on
dramatic and iconic projects, often by signature architects, we are giv-

It’s the year 2038 and inside the Newtecnic Construction Lab additive
manufacture is used to make replacement façade panels for the King
Abdullah Financial District Metro Hub in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Each
component fits perfectly because it is developed from data collected
using LiDAR scans from the as-built structure.

ing tomorrow’s industry leaders the chance to get ahead now. Once
introduced to the dynamism that Newtecnic’s methodology generates,
they continue to innovate, invent, and actively share new ways to work
better. I am proud that many of our employees also contribute to training the next generation, thereby developing the skills that are needed
to sustain the industry.
Newtecnic promotes the practice of manufacturing components onsite rather than in remote production plants. This entails facilitating
Construction Labs equipped with advanced manufacturing equipment
including 3D printers and additive manufacture facilities. This enables
mass-customization which, for façades in particular, is economically
very advantageous as it reduces transportation and materials cost and
provides assured quality by producing components that perfectly fit the
as-built specification. It also up-skills the workforce through access to
the most advanced technologies available.
Having stayed ahead of the technology curve for several decades
means we have the experience to know what works and also what does
not. This is important in terms of cutting waste. Currently between
25 percent and 40 percent of all waste in the U.S. is produced from
construction. The cost to the environment and the economy is huge,
but with the application of appropriate technology and skill it can
be dramatically reduced. This is achieved with early-stage planning

and introduction of engineering design aimed at producing building
components and devising new construction methods that, like efficient
product manufacturing plants, produce very little waste of materials
or labor.
The U.S. construction industry knows that it must improve. And the
companies that we work with are often amazed at the positive effects
of building system and methodology changes. When combined and
rolled-out across projects and enterprises, this not only produces economic advantages but also manifests in a change of attitude that takes
construction from a wasteful, dangerous, dirty, and inefficient occupation and makes it a truly 21st century data-driven activity — one that
makes clear and sustainable contributions to the American economy
and is an exemplar of efficiency, productivity, and social and economic
benefit.
ANDREW WATTS, FICE, FIED, FIET, FRSA, RIBA, is CEO of Newtecnic
(www.newtecnic.com), an engineering design house that undertakes the
engineering design of building structures, façades, and MEP installations in
partnership with leading international developers, architects, and contractors.
In partnership with the Engineering Departments of Cambridge University,
Newtecnic’s R&D team analyzes, develops, tests, validates, and specifies
new building technologies and methods. Newtecnic has offices in the U.S.,
UK, and Saudi Arabia.
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2018 StormCon

•

Surface water quality conference
and expo set for Denver.

•
•

The 17th annual StormCon surface water quality conference and expo

is scheduled for Aug. 12-16, 2018, in Denver. The event will take place
at the Hyatt Regency Denver at the Colorado Convention Center in
downtown Denver. A mix of pre-conference workshops, educational
sessions, and supplier exhibits cover a broad range of stormwater management, erosion control, green infrastructure, and best management
practices (BMPs).

Pre-conference workshops

Six pre-conference workshops (www.stormcon.com/pre-con-classes)
are available on Monday, Aug. 13. The following workshops run from
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., cost $300 each, and offer 0.5 CEU:
• BMP Selection to Improve Your Watershed, led by Stuart Stein, P.E.,
DWRE, president of GKY and Associates.
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•

Planning for Effective Sediment and Erosion Control, led by Tina Evans,
P.E., CPESC, CISEC, HydroDynamics Inc.; and Jerald S. Fifield, Ph.D.,
CISEC, president of HydroDynamics Inc.
Developing Street and Storm Drain Cleaning Programs, led by Art Jenkins, P.E., CSM, stormwater engineer, City of Spokane Valley, Wash.
Fluvial Geomorphology and Stream Restoration, led by David T. Williams,
Ph.D., P.E., PH, CFM, CPESC, president of David T. Williams and Associates.
Repairing Entrenched and Degraded (Urbanized) Streams – Techniques
and Case Studies, led by David Derrick, potomologist and vice president,
River Research & Design, Inc.
Stormwater Pollution Modeling for LID, TMDL, and Retrofitting Analyses
– An Overview of WinSLAMM, led by John Voorhees, P.E., PH, senior
water resources engineer, AECOM; James Bachhuber, PH, Brown and
Caldwell; Caroline Burger, P.E., water resources engineer, Brown and
Caldwell; and Robert Pitt, Ph.D., P.E., Emeritus Cudworth Professor of
Urban Water Systems, University of Alabama.

Educational tracks

StormCon features more than 90 technical presentations organized into
six education tracks (www.stormcon.com/education-tracks). Presenta-

tions are scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday during seven, 90-minute concurrent sessions.
Stormwater Infrastructure and Best Management Practices —
This track presents examples of how structural and nonstructural
BMPs are being used — with case studies and performance data —
including combinations of BMPs to achieve water-quality goals. It also
deals with “gray” stormwater infrastructure and conveyance systems
such as inlets, pipes, tunnels, and other detention facilities. Topics
in this track include sizing and designing detention and conveyance
systems; inspection, maintenance, and repair of BMPs; urban retrofitting; pipe rehabilitation and repair; filtration systems; retention and
detention systems; advanced applications and treatment trains; and
post-construction stormwater management.
Green Infrastructure — This track includes examples of green infrastructure and low impact development. These practices strive to maintain or mimic the predevelopment hydrology of a site by infiltrating,
storing, filtering, and evaporating stormwater runoff rather than moving it offsite to a centralized stormwater system. Areas of focus for this
track include infiltration and bioretention practices, rain gardens, green
roofs, porous pavement, maintenance of green infrastructure practices,
measuring the effectiveness of green infrastructure, community-wide
and watershed-scaled water-quality approaches, green infrastructure
for infill development and redevelopment, green infrastructure to reduce combined sewer overflows, rainwater harvesting and stormwater
reuse, and LEED-certified projects.
Stormwater Permit Compliance — This track covers the different
aspects of complying with municipal stormwater permits. Focus areas
include strategies for meeting NPDES permit requirements, integrating the municipal stormwater program with Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) development, building public education and outreach
programs, illicit discharge detection and elimination programs, construction site compliance, municipal good housekeeping practices,
reporting requirements, and program audits.
Funding, Staffing, and Managing the Stormwater Program — This
track covers funding and staffing issues affecting municipal and state
programs, including funding options for stormwater programs such as
bonds, development impact fees, and enterprise funds; creating and
managing a stormwater utility; obtaining Clean Water State Revolving
Fund assistance; paying for capital improvement programs; stormwater credit trading; public-private partnerships; working with NGOs and
other stakeholders; asset management; hiring and training in-house
staff; and hiring and working with consultants.
Industrial Stormwater Management — This track covers industrial
stormwater management and permitting, focusing on publicly and privately owned facilities covered by industrial stormwater permits or
EPA’s stormwater multi-sector general permit. Such facilities range
from small businesses located in urban areas, such as restaurants and
automotive repair shops, to large sites such as manufacturing plants,
transportation facilities, landfills and waste transfer stations, and mining operations. Topics in this track include managing stormwater at
industrial and manufacturing facilities; stormwater management in

the mining industry; concerns for oil and gas facilities; transportation
activities (airports, ports, and fleet maintenance facilities); managing
stormwater on active landfill sites; selection, installation, and maintenance of stormwater management systems on closed landfill sites;
storage and handling of hazardous waste; inspecting industrial sites for
stormwater compliance; and integrating industrial stormwater operations with municipal permits.
Research and Testing — This technical track includes academic
research; methods for testing the effectiveness of best management
practices and comparing different BMPs; and topics and trends in
stormwater research such as standardizing testing protocols and standards for measuring the effectiveness of BMPs. Topics in this track
include performance standards and testing protocols; evaluating BMP
performance; characterizing pollutant loads; fate and transport of pollutants; water-quality modeling; sampling tools and techniques; and
bacterial detection and identification techniques.
Download the 2018 StormCon Conference program at http://digital.
stormh20.com/publication/?i=481957 for a complete list of presentations as well as registration and hotel details and costs.
Information provided by StormCon (www.stormcon.com).

Pre-conference certification course
Prior to StormCon, CISEC, Inc., a nonprofi t 501(c)6 organization,
will offer training modules for professionals seeking to earn
Certified Inspector Sediment and Erosion Control (CISEC)
credentials. Training modules will be presented Sunday and
Monday, Aug. 12-13, followed by the certification exam on
Monday afternoon. Application and approval is required to take
the exam.
Individuals with at least two years of sediment and erosion control
or stormwater management inspection experience may qualify
as a CISEC Registrant by passing the CISEC examination by 75
percent or better, demonstrating comprehensive knowledge
in the principles and practices of controlling sediment, erosion,
and stormwater pollutants; skills to observe onsite and offsite
conditions that impact stormwater discharges from active
construction sites; inspection expertise on BMPs to determine
if mitigation measures will minimize the discharge of pollutants
from active construction sites; and the ability to communicate
and report on inspection of construction sites as to whether
compliance situations exist.
Learn more about the CISEC programs at www.cisecinc.org.
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WATER + STORMWATER

VMI’s Corps Physical Training Facility under construction.

An integrated approach to
stormwater management

Early planning and leveraging multiple best
practices can enhance project outcomes.
By Carolyn Howard, P.E.

Design and implementation of stormwater controls on any construction

project can be challenging and complex, often resulting in headaches
for the design and construction team. For example, it can be tricky to
decide the type and number of stormwater controls that would be the
most successful, and cost effective, for meeting the specific requirements of a project.
Proper planning for stormwater management early can alleviate many
potential pitfalls. Furthermore, utilizing an integrated approach to
stormwater controls that leverage multiple best practices can yield
enhanced results and a better end-product.
Engineers and their clients would be wise to consider early in the design process a holistic approach to stormwater management, choosing
best management practices (BMPs) that provide multiple benefits. This
integrated approach can help engineers better service their clients and
offers a variety of advantages. The top four benefits of this integrated
stormwater strategy include the following:

Benefit 1: Encourages early planning

All projects are unique, and stormwater solutions should be tailored to
a project’s specific location, use, and goals. Increasingly, those needs
call for multiple stormwater controls. As stormwater controls multiply, the more time is needed to plan ahead for those controls. Thus,
stormwater planning should be considered early and often in the design
process. It will save time, money, and heartache later!
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For example, Virginia Military Institute (VMI) recently faced a stormwater design challenge when planning the school’s new Corps Physical
Training Facility. Nestled among the Blue Ridge Mountains in Lexington, Va., VMI is the oldest state-supported military college in the
United States. The proposed state-of-the-art training facility will play
an integral part in fulfilling VMI’s mission to prepare citizen-soldiers
for a life of service and leadership. Given the site constraints, the
design-build team had to get creative with the design of this facility,
including the stormwater practices.
Topographic and geologic constraints at VMI create a unique and
daunting set of challenges anytime the school needs to add new facilities. VMI is located in an area with steep slopes and karst geology
(i.e., sinkholes). An initial site limitation to the training facility was the
Town Branch Creek, which runs beneath the building and is prone to
flooding. Addressing this issue with stormwater controls accomplished
a number of objectives, including no impact to the current flood zone
adjacent to the creek at VMI and in the surrounding community. Of
course, stormwater planning also had to take into account erosion
control phasing during construction to prevent sediment from washing
into the creek from the jobsite to minimize environmental impacts to
the stream.
Stormwater controls were planned and tailored to the site’s conditions,
geology, and ultimate use early in the design process. As many engineers understand, it’s also important to consider controls that are easily
maintainable and accessible. In all, this project called for more than a
dozen stormwater controls, including a vegetative roof, three bioretention ponds, permeable pavers, an underground cistern to collect runoff,
a rainwater harvesting system, an underground stormwater retention
facility, and five manufactured BMPs.
By planning ahead early in the design process, engineers, architects,
general contractors, and landscape architects can better understand
project constraints and opportunities, manage project schedules, and
craft an accurate construction budget.

Benefit 2: Generates collaboration

Working with multiple stormwater controls and BMPs requires significant understanding of each control and how it will interact with the others. Collaboration by the entire
design-build team is needed to identify possible challenges and opportunities for stormwater solutions. By taking an integrated approach with multiple stormwater solutions, the
entire team is likely to collaborate more consistently — because they have to.
With the VMI facility referenced above, that collaboration was crucial to the project’s
delivery. When working with numerous stormwater controls, it’s best to take the “more is
more” approach with extensive communication, brainstorming sessions, and collaboration to ensure that all possible stormwater management solutions are well-thought out.
One such collaboration resulted in the elevation of the facility above creek level to prevent
future flood damage. Flood models, developed with input from the design-build team,
helped guide that elevation. Furthermore, as a result of this collaboration, the design team
recognized the need to utilize as much space as possible to mitigate flooding events and
incorporated the parking structure under the building. Thus, if flooding occurs from a
storm event greater than the 100-year storm, the parking structure serves as an overflow
route for the facility, thereby not impacting the primary building space.
Proactively insist on cooperation throughout the entire process through the installation
of all controls. This ongoing communication pays off in the long run by both delivering
more innovative stormwater controls and avoiding added expenses related to incorrectly
installed or insufficient controls.

Benefit 3: Helps secure permit approval

As many engineers understand, constant regulatory changes from federal and state authorities can complicate the permit approval process. However, by addressing stormwater
issues up front, the approval process can run more smoothly. Taking a multi-layered approach is often the most effective solution when working to secure environmental approvals.
With permit requirements becoming stricter, it’s important to take into account the purpose of all stormwater controls and how they will be managed during initial concept
planning.
One important tip to note related to permit approvals is to take a big-picture approach.
Whether a public or private project, think beyond the project’s immediate boundaries to
options on other lands. The result often provides more watershed benefits and volume
controls than at the project site.
For example, if your project is in a remote area, consider installing the required control,
such as a bioretention basin, on other land you might control within the same watershed,
such as next to a parking lot or public facility. This will likely provide more benefit
through greater pollutant removal and volume reduction by addressing the parking lot
rather than an undeveloped area. The best part is that this approach can still help you
secure the necessary permits for a project to move forward.

Benefit 4: Produces more creativity

Multiple stormwater controls allow for more creativity when responding to site constraints, cost savings, environmental implications, and more. Thinking holistically about
how stormwater controls can provide multiple benefits to the project is always a great
idea.
With the new training facility at VMI, construction of traditional bioretention was challenging because of the steep slopes on the site. Brainstorming ideas was vital to create a

Permeable pavers served multiple uses,
including as a stormwater control measure.
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The facility is sited over Town Branch Creek, which is seen running under the new
building. Also pictured is one of the many stormwater controls.

“stepped” bioretention basin design, where water flows into two to four
terraces before overflowing through the lower basins and ultimately
running into the stream after it has been filtered.
There may be times when site constraints include a limited footprint
with which to work. In these instances, consider the interaction between stormwater controls and structural requirements. In the VMI
project, site constraints and topography had significant impact on both
stormwater solutions and the structural engineering of the facility. For
example, the design team had to get creative when calculating and designing grading of the entrances to the parking structure. If the grading
was too steep, cars wouldn’t be able to access the parking. Alternatively, the grading had to be just right to meet stormwater specifications
regulations.
Creative solutions also can deliver cost savings. Consider creating a
rainwater harvesting control where water is collected for use within the
building. While the control helps filter water runoff, it also saves on
utility bills by recycling the rainwater into the building’s cooling and
grey water system.
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Finally, creative stormwater controls often serve multiple purposes.
For example, use permeable pavers in sidewalk areas to provide an
aesthetically pleasing surface while helping to meet stormwater needs.
These creative solutions add value to a project beyond controlling
runoff.
Not every project will require a dozen stormwater solutions. However,
projects increasingly need to leverage multiple stormwater controls.
Taking an integrated approach to stormwater management offers
many benefits and delivers successful results. Prioritizing stormwater
controls and collaborating early in the process can help better service
clients and the overall community.
CAROLYN HOWARD, P.E., is vice president and regional manager for site development and infrastructure in the Blacksburg, Va., office of Draper Aden Associates
(www.daa.com), an engineering, surveying, and environmental services firm
that serves the Mid-Atlantic. She works closely with other engineers, private
institutions and organizations, and public agencies on stormwater controls and
best practices. She can be reached at choward@daa.com.

The concrete covers of the digester tanks were severely deteriorated with cracks allowing gases to escape and oxygen to enter
the vessels. Numerous concrete “fins” (shown) from the original construction were difficult to coat and inspect.

Anaerobic digester
restoration

Challenging site conditions lead to repair
trial and error for decades-old tank.
By Greg Larson

Huddled inside a nearly 80-year-old anaerobic digester tank in the
dead of a frigid Minnesota winter, contractors and engineers carefully inspected every square inch of the freshly coated concrete vessel, looking urgently for a hidden leak. On top of the digester’s cover,
crewmembers braved wind chill temperatures exceeding -20° F as they
watched for signs of the leak following both smoke and soap tests.
Eventually, the crew found an unfilled cold joint tucked in a hard-toreach area. This discovery allowed them to finally stop the leak and get
the digester back into service — just in time to begin restoring a second
digester that was almost 60 years old.

Personnel from multidisciplinary design firm Short Elliott Hendrickson
Inc. (SEH), Champion Coatings, and Wapasha Construction, as well
as local representatives from Sherwin-Williams Protective & Marine
Coatings were all involved in restoring the two domestic anaerobic
digesters for the City of Austin, Minn. The concrete structures were
severely deteriorated with numerous cracks in their covers, allowing
gases to escape. Rather than level and rebuild the structures constructed in 1938 and 1959, the city was hopeful that high-performance
protective coating and lining systems could extend the digesters’ lives.
The winning bid team was confident this was possible, but it didn’t
anticipate the numerous challenges it would encounter, including difficult site conditions, installation issues, and failed validation testing.

Urgent need for repairs

The City of Austin operates several anaerobic digesters to manage the
breakdown of biodegradable waste from various industries. The process
requires an oxygen-free environment to operate at peak efficiency so
microorganisms can proliferate and rapidly break down waste. With the
two deteriorated digesters leaking gases out, they were also allowing
oxygen to get in, making them increasingly inefficient. The city turned
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Tucked in a hard-to-reach area, an unfilled joint was the culprit of a persistent leak
that stymied the restoration team. After successfully filling the joint, the digester tank
held pressure.

to the team of SEH (Savage, Minn.), industrial sandblasting and painting
contractor Champion Coatings (Savage, Minn.), and general contractor
Wapasha Construction (Winona, Minn.) to restore the digesters.
After the city drained and cleaned the 50-foot-diameter by 24-foot-tall
tanks, engineers from the city, SEH, and Champion Coatings entered
the structures to assess their condition. The inspection revealed that
the concrete used in the 1930s and 1950s was still in great condition,
but concrete used in the 1980s to rebuild the digesters’ mixer bases
was severely deteriorated. In addition, inspectors observed cracking at
the wall/cover interface of both vessels. After reviewing options, SEH
specified two Sherwin-Williams products for the repairs — Dura-Plate
235 Multi-Purpose Epoxy and SherFlex Elastomeric Polyurethane.

Making repairs under difficult conditions

The rehabilitation team initiated restoration of the first digester in midDecember 2014. Throughout the project, the contractors faced difficult
operating and weather conditions, as well as a challenging tank design.
Initiating the restoration process, personnel from Champion Coatings
removed loose debris and sandblasted the 4,000-square-foot interior
of the tank to prepare the surface of the deteriorated concrete to the
SSPC-SP 13/NACE 6 standard for the coating and lining applications.
Next, they applied a coat of Dura-Plate 235 as a primer for the entire structure, including both concrete and steel surfaces, as well as
to control any potential outgassing. The coating provides exceptional
performance in immersive and corrosive environments like a digester.
It can be applied at temperatures as low as 0° F, making it highly suitable for the wintertime application.
The cold-season application was especially difficult due to frigid conditions. Inside the digester, crews ran heaters to make the environment
more palatable for the coating applications. While the heat helped with
application consistency, it created a minor problem of its own — the
formation of some pinholes, which developed due to the heated environment encouraging outgassing.
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The fully restored and sealed cover enabled the digester tank to hold pressure and
satisfy the project specifications.

Cold conditions also contributed to difficulties in applying the SherFlex
coating and lining system. The product requires the use of a heated plural-component sprayer. With temperatures below zero, contractors had to
wait up to two hours for the material to heat up before beginning applications. They then sprayed the product on the undersides of the concrete
cover and the upper portion of the tank sidewalls to form a monolithic
surface that would seal cracks in the concrete. The corrosion-resistant
elastomeric polyurethane lining material bridges hairline cracks with a
thick, flexible film that expands and contracts with the concrete substrate
to minimize the chance of cracks forming in the lining.
The construction of the concrete tank cover caused additional challenges for the coating and lining applications, as the cover had numerous
concrete “fins” that were difficult to coat and inspect. The fins were a
remnant from the narrow wood forms used to construct the tank eight
decades ago.
“We needed to build up a fully coated surface without pinholes to seal
leaks and ensure waste material couldn’t get through to the concrete
and promote corrosion,” said Gary Johnson, president, Champion
Coatings. “Sealing off every sharp edge was tough, especially with the
difficulties of getting the sprayer gun into tight spaces.”

Testing — and retesting — the work

The project team understood that a successful digester repair meant the
tank would no longer leak and therefore would hold pressure. SEH’s
specification required the tank to be filled with water and pressurized
to make this determination.
Unfortunately, the first pressure test failed. After draining the tank and
performing troubleshooting, the team added additional coatings to the
roof/wall juncture, thinking that the leak must be at that interface. The
team also recoated some isolated pinholes. The crew then filled the
tank with water a second time. Again, it would not hold pressure.
Engineers from SEH next tried a smoke test from the interior to see if
they could identify leaks by standing on top of the cover and watch-

ing for smoke escaping. However, the thickness of the tanks prevented
smoke from penetrating any remaining cracks. The engineers then tried
a soap test on the tank’s exterior, ultimately discovering an area where
the soap was bubbling to indicate where gas was escaping.
After draining the tank and conducting further inspections, the team
ultimately located the hard-to-find trouble spot, which was about 10
feet from where the soap had bubbled on the exterior. The air leak traveled along a joint before escaping outside. The source of trouble was a
difficult-to-access cold joint that had been improperly filled since the
time of the digester’s original construction. The coatings team carefully repaired the joint with SherFlex, refilled the tank with water, and
were elated when the tank held pressure.
“Restoring a digester tank typically wouldn’t be this difficult, but the age
and construction of the vessels certainly contributed to the challenge of
stopping all the leaks, as did the weather,” Johnson said. “Collaboration
was vital to solving the leak issue and restoring the digester. Everyone
worked together to give the owner the best possible outcome.”

Maintaining poise under pressure

Due to the cold weather delays and repeated testing, troubleshooting,
and repair processes, it took nearly six months to finalize the first tank
and return it to service. With the lessons learned from that tank, the team

made some adjustments and was able to repair the second tank much
faster and without issues, completing it in November 2015. Both digester
restorations will enable long-term service for the City of Austin.
“The coating and lining selection was a key to the success of the project,” said Joe Cesarak, senior coatings specialist, SEH. “Because the
team was able to completely seal the decades-old covers with these
products, the city didn’t need to build new digesters. Instead, it can
expect the restored vessels to continue operating for years to come.”
With its anaerobic digesters fully rehabilitated and operating at full
capacity, the City of Austin can now better manage its industrial waste
processing demands. Satisfied with the project, the city awarded
Champion Coatings a tank lining project at the same plant. In addition,
the full team’s successful troubleshooting efforts earned the three companies the 2016 Sherwin-Williams Impact Award, which honors water
and wastewater projects that deliver a lasting impact on the industry.
GREG LARSON is senior protective and marine coatings representative for
Sherwin-Williams Protective & Marine Coatings (https://protective.sherwinwilliams.com). He works with owners, engineers, contractors, and inspectors
related to coating specifications, applications, and troubleshooting in all protective coating markets. He has more than 24 years of experience and is a SSPC
Level 1 and NACE Level III Certified Coatings Inspector. He can be reached at
greg.j.larson@sherwin.com.
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River
engineering
impacts

Study indicates that human-engineered
changes on the Mississippi River have
increased extreme floods.
The research team sampled bottom sediments from
three lakes along the lower Mississippi River in
Mississippi and Louisiana: Lake Saint John, Lake
Mary, and False River. Large floods spill sediments
and organic debris from the river into adjacent
lakes. They form telltale layers of larger particles
and material on the lake bottoms that scientists
can use to trace the history of flooding back over
hundreds of years. WHOI paleoclimatologist Jeff
Donnelly pioneered this coring technique in the
coastal ocean to trace the history of hurricanes.
Image: modified from Munoz et al. 2018

A new study has revealed for the first time the last 500-year flood history of the Mississippi
River. It shows a dramatic rise in the size and frequency of extreme floods during the last
century — mostly due to projects to straighten, channelize, and bound the river with artificial
levees.
The new research, led by scientists at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), also
uncovered a clear pattern over the centuries linking flooding on the Mississippi River with
natural fluctuations of Pacific and Atlantic Ocean water temperatures. This newly recovered
long-term record provides a historical context that spotlights how more recent river engineering has intensified flooding to unprecedented levels.
“The floods that we’ve had over the last century are bigger than anything we’ve seen in the
last 500 years,” said Sam Muñoz, Ph.D., a former postdoctoral scholar at WHOI and the lead
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author of the study, published April 5, 2018, in the journal Nature.
The research shows that in the past 150 years, the magnitude of the
100-year flood has increased by about 20 percent. The research team
found that about three-quarters of that elevated flood hazard can be
attributed to human modifications of the river and its basin.
“There’s been a longstanding question about the extent to which all
the changes we have made to the Mississippi River — one of the most
engineered rivers in the world — have altered the probability of really
large floods,” said Muñoz, now an assistant professor at Northeastern
University.

found that the Mississippi’s flood cycles corresponded with ocean and
climate cycles.
In particular, El Niño events bring more storms and rainfall to central
North America, which saturates the ground around the Mississippi.
One phase of the Atlantic Ocean oscillation brings extreme rainfall
over the Mississippi basin. When the two coincide, flooding is more
likely.
“We’re able for the first time to really parse out how the natural variability of the climate system influences flooding, and then how people
have modified that,” Muñoz said.

To answer that question, scientists used a technique that WHOI paleoclimatologist Jeff Donnelly, Ph.D., pioneered in the coastal ocean to
track the history of hurricanes: extracting long cores of bottom sediment from lakes and marshes.
“It’s sort of the equivalent of sticking a straw in a milkshake, putting
your thumb over the top, and pulling it out,” said Donnelly, a co-lead
on the study. In this case, the “straw” was a 30-foot-long aluminum
tube deployed from a small pontoon boat, and the “milkshake” was the
mud, sand, and silt at the bottom of three oxbow lakes adjacent to the
Mississippi River.
During large floods, faster-moving water from the river channel stirs
up larger-grained sediments and flows into the usually disconnected
lakes, carrying sediments and debris along with it. The material from
the river is caught in the lakes and eventually sinks. It forms a layer on
the bottom that is subsequently buried over time. The layers are telltale
clues of past floods. The deeper the cores, the further back in time the
scientists can reach.
The grain size in the layers provides clues to the size of the floods.
The larger the flood, the more energy is generated by the river water,
and the larger the grains that get deposited in the lakes, said WHOI
geoscientist Liviu Giosan, Ph.D., another lead member of the research
team. By analyzing grain size and flood size for known flood events
— for example, the Great Mississippi River flood of 1927 — Muñoz
could estimate the sizes of previously unknown floods represented in
the sediment cores.
To find out when those floods had occurred, the team used isotopes of
lead, cesium, and carbon to date the coarse sediment layers. Zhixiong
Shen of Coastal Carolina University used a technique called optically
stimulated luminescence — which determines a material’s age by analyzing when it was last exposed to sunlight. Matthew Therrell, Ph.D.,
of the University of Alabama used annual tree rings to reconstruct a
detailed record of more recent regional flooding. Combining these
methods, the team traced the history of floods back over 500 years
— about 350 years further back in time than the oldest written flood
records.
Next, they compared what they found to records of naturally oscillating climate cycles that affect sea surface temperatures in the Atlantic
and Pacific, such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). They

The sediment data also showed that the natural rhythm of flooding
caused by ocean changes was greatly amplified by major federally
funded river engineering projects that began after 1928 to facilitate
commercial navigation on the river and to protect communities and
cropland from floods. The societal benefits of river engineering should
be weighed against the risks that more large floods pose to agriculture,
infrastructure, and communities, the scientists said. In addition, big
floods sweep more pollutants and fertilizers into the Gulf of Mexico,
causing oxygen-depleted “dead zones.”
Giosan said restoring more natural flood patterns to the river and allowing sediments to flow onto the floodplain during floods would help
rebuild the drowning Mississippi delta, whose planned restoration is
projected to cost tens of billions of dollars.
According to the team, the next steps will be to dig deeper into the river
sediments to extend the flood record even further back in time and to
apply this new method to understand what drives flooding on other
major river systems around the world.
Funding for this project was provided by WHOI’s Coastal Ocean Institute, Postdoctoral Scholar Program, and Ocean and Climate Change
Institute. Support for collaborators at the University of Alabama and
Southern Illinois University was provided by the U.S. National Science Foundation Geography and Spatial Science Program.

Information provided by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
(www.whoi.edu).
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Sustainable coastal
development

Sea level rise requires new forms of decision making.

U.S. cities facing sea level rise need to look beyond traditional strategies

for managing issues such as critical erosion and coastal squeeze, according to new research from Lund University. Civil society initiatives
must now play a crucial role in adapting society to climate change, the
study argues.
Using the City of Flagler Beach, Fla., as a case study, researcher
Chad Boda illustrates that the traditional options put forward to address erosion and sea level rise affecting the city’s beach and coastal
infrastructure either take a market-driven approach, which fails to take
into account many environmental and social considerations, or are currently too politically contentious to implement.
The three options that have been considered in Flagler Beach are:
constructing a sea wall,
re-nourishing the beach, or
relocating coastal infrastructure.

•
•
•

The sea wall option, long promoted by the Florida Department of
Transportation, would protect vulnerable coastal infrastructure but
would damage the local beach environment, which is central to the
city’s tourism economy. The sea wall would also affect the nesting
habitat of federally protected endangered sea turtles, the study shows.
The beach re-nourishment option, proposed by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, has the potential to provide incidental environmental
benefits, but is primarily concerned with maximizing return on investment. This option was later abandoned after Hurricane Matthew struck
in October 2016, which wrought such extensive damage to the coastal
environment that it was deemed no longer economically justified to
proceed with the project.
“Both of these options are ultimately based on a cost-benefit analysis, where return on investment takes precedence over environmental
concerns such as maintaining the beach and the dunes. The aborted renourishment project makes this very clear. The hurricane has basically
made it too costly to go ahead, even though re-nourishment would provide for more social and economic benefits than a seawall,” Boda said.
The study instead proposes, that from a scientific, environmental, and
societal perspective, relocating coastal infrastructure would likely
provide the most benefit to the city in the long run because it would
protect both the beach and vulnerable infrastructure. Relocation has
been promoted as the only viable long-term sustainable approach to
beach management by coastal scientists since it would provide for the
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Constructing a sea wall at Flagler Beach, Fla., would protect vulnerable coastal
infrastructure but would damage the local beach environment, which is central to
the city’s tourism economy. Beach re-nourishment was deemed too expensive to
implement and the city’s residents and politicians are currently unwilling to relocate
coastal infrastructure.

beach to naturally adapt to sea level rise. Implementing this solution,
however, is not likely to be an easy task.
“That option is currently too politically controversial as the local community was concerned that local businesses could lose customers, that
it would cause more traffic jams in the city, and that it would ultimately
reduce property value,” Boda said.
The study highlights that this course of events has left Flagler Beach
with effectively only one option on the table — some form of sea wall
— since re-nourishment was deemed too expensive to implement and
the city’s residents and politicians are currently unwilling to relocate
coastal infrastructure.
“Yet this option, since it incorporates no procedure for adapting to sea
level rise, will only lead to ever-increasing cost of erosion control, and
the eventual loss of all sandy beaches along developed shorelines,”
Boda said.
According to Boda, this indicates that Flagler Beach, along with
many other American cities unable to afford ever-more expensive renourishment projects, has effectively reached the limit of what actions
it is able to take in terms of addressing erosion and sea level rise. The
city is now effectively back where it started, holding the line against
erosion with expensive and environmentally problematic temporary
projects, with no clear plan for how to address future erosion caused
by storms or to make the tough decisions needed to adapt to climate
change. The continued degradation of the local environment will likely
pose a major problem for the city’s tourism economy and tax base in
the coming years, particularly as sea level rise continues.

Social choice model

The study argues that a new decision-making model — a social choice

model — could be one way forward. By taking primarily economic
criteria into account, a wide variety of other concerns citizens have,
including those of far-away taxpayers and future generations, are left
out. Therefore, additional criteria, whether environmental, cultural, or
recreational, should be identified through reasonable public discussion.
This would require not only more effective collaboration between
federal, state, and local governments, but also the ceding of more
decision-making power to citizens and civil society organizations.
“By using a social choice model, the city would have a richer source
of options and ideas to work with,” Boda said, “something that puts all
available options on the table and requires that they be evaluated with
a more comprehensive and long-term perspective.”
Because social choice involves changing the way decisions of public
concern are currently made, it is not likely to be justified by current
government or economic calculations, according to Boda. This means

Designing more resilient
coastal communities
Hurricane data can help predict how future
storms may damage coasts.

While many Texans were bracing for Hurricane Harvey’s landfall in
late August 2017, a team of researchers set out to deploy instrument
pods along the Texas coast. The information gathered from these rapidresponse units could help develop more resilient coastal communities
by improving predictive models and tools.
The Texas COAstal Storm Rapid Response team, known as COASTRR, comprises researchers from Texas A&M University’s campuses
in College Station and Galveston as well as from Rice University in
Houston. Jens Figlus, Ph.D., assistant professor in the Department of
Ocean Engineering at Texas A&M, is the principal investigator on this
project. The researchers are specifically looking for information to help
them understand if storm impacts will erode the beach; scarp, overtop,
or completely wipe out sand dunes; or if sediment deposits could require expensive cleanup efforts.
“When hurricane paths are forecast to hit a certain coastal area, it is important to know ahead of time what the impact to the coastal morphology is,” Figlus said. “Our field measurements of hydrodynamics and
sedimentation during and after hurricane impact allow us to improve
those predictive models and tools so they can then be used by federal,
state, and local agencies to issue notifications to the public, allocate
resources, and plan for the appropriate response based on expected local conditions.

civil society initiatives would need to provide the primary mechanism
for achieving the needed change in practice.
“There are many cases in U.S. history where civil society has played
a crucial role in bringing about change. These institutions could be the
drivers for new ways of collective decision making since we can no
longer rely only on the market or formal government to offer solutions
that will protect both our environment and our society in the face of
rising seas and a changing climate,” Boda said.
Download Boda’s dissertation, The Beach Beneath the Road: Sustainable coastal development beyond governance and economics, at
http://portal.research.lu.se/ws/files/36216939/E_nailing_Chad.pdf.
Information provided by Lund University Centre for Sustainability Studies
(www.lucsus.lu.se/home).

Currently, rapid-response field measurements of impacts to coastal
systems from extreme storms such as Hurricane Harvey are difficult
to collect. This is because of short notice preventing deployment of the
instruments, potential of instrument failure or loss, and uncertainty of
actual storm impact for specific locations.
To address the dilemma, COASTRR is trying to link measurements of
storm hydrodynamics across stretches of barrier island systems during
storm impact with observations of coastal morphology change in the
days and months following the storm.

Infragravity waves

The researchers are specifically interested in infragravity waves produced by hurricanes and how these low-frequency water surface motions affect coastal erosion and accretion patterns, as well as associated
damages of these massive storms.
“Infragravity waves are water waves within a specific frequency range
between 0.04 and 0.003 Hertz,” Figlus said. “This means they have
wave periods — the time between two consecutive wave crests passing
the same location — between 25 and 333 seconds.”
Similar to how the different frequencies of light waves from the sun
can create different colors in a rainbow, water waves in specific frequency ranges hitting a coastline can have very specific effects on the
coastline.
“The observed effects of infragravity wave interactions with the
coastal system has been exciting to explore,” Figlus said. “Being able
to predict precisely which impact happens where and to what extent is
the challenge that this research is helping to tackle.”
Information provided by Texas A&M University (www.tamu.edu).
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Civitas was selected in 2015 to design the Lake Effect Project, a strategic initiative to enhance the City of Wayzata, Minn.’s character and connectivity
to the urban waterfront, with first-phase streetscape improvements and new plaza now slated to begin construction in 2019.

Water connection
Civitas design to revitalize the Lake Minnetonka waterfront
is approved for the next phase.
Urban design and landscape architecture firm Civitas received city

council approval to move forward with the design of implementation
plans and construction documents for the Lake Effect Project to revitalize the Lake Minnetonka waterfront for the City of Wayzata, Minn.
A strategic initiative to enhance Wayzata’s character and connectivity
to Lake Minnetonka, the project is intended to create a more beautiful
area for residents’ everyday use.
“The Lake Effect Project strikes a good balance between supporting
downtown businesses while improving community recreation, relaxation, and pride,” said Civitas Founder and President Mark Johnson.
Civitas was the selection committee’s unanimous choice in the original
2015 design competition for the project and has been closely involved
in Wayzata’s intensive community engagement and collaboration process through development of the vision.
Planned improvements along Lake Minnetonka’s northern edge will
extend from the 1902 Section Foreman House to the historic Depot
Park, allowing residents, for the first time in 100 years, to be able to
walk the length of the downtown shoreline where a working railroad
corridor has restricted access. At the same time, the project will restore
and enhance overall lake-edge ecology.
And a redesign of adjacent Lake Street, which fronts the downtown
retail district, will add bike lanes and widen sidewalks to enhance the
bicycle and pedestrian experience, with a lively, all-season plaza replacing the former municipal parking lot, offering built-in flexibility
for large festivals, smaller summer markets, and even winter activities
like broomball or curling.
“It’s visionary for a small community to take on a transformative proj-
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ect of this scale. It brings bigger-city urban thinking to a smaller city,”
said Civitas Principal Scott Jordan. Wayzata’s vision “will celebrate
and protect the community’s greatest asset, Lake Minnetonka, and
make it more usable for all generations,” he said.
The Civitas plan provides an open and continuous meandering wooden
boardwalk, engaging users through a series of diverse interconnected
spaces that provide fresh access to the lake and an increasingly natural
experience of the landscape.
“The boardwalk system is designed as a quarter-mile loop to put the
waterfront park in motion and enhance social interactions,” Jordan said,
“enabling residents to stroll, sit, fish, or dip their toes in the water.”
The concept draws directly on Civitas’ethos of activating people and
places, successfully realized in the firm’s completed urban waterfront
projects ranging from San Diego’s North Embarcadero to St. Patrick’s
Island Park in Calgary, Alberta.
On the shoreline’s east side, an Eco Park will feature an underwater
reef to mitigate damaging wave action and restore a historic shoreline
marsh. A community education center is planned within the restored
historic Section Foreman House. Expanded terraces, flower gardens,
and much-needed shade and restroom facilities around Wayzata’s
historic Depot Park area will anchor the shoreline’s western edge and
provide an enticing destination for those on the Lake Walk loop.
As the City of Wayzata moves forward with the Lake Effect Project,
Civitas and its multidisciplinary team of consultants — including Snow
Kreilich Architects (Minneapolis); Applied Ecological Services (Prior
Lake); Solution Blue, Inc. (St. Paul); LKPB Engineers, Inc. (Minneapolis); Water In Motion (Minneapolis); SRF Consulting Group Inc.
(Minneapolis); and Ericksen Roed & Associates (St. Paul) — will
continue to develop the design for the entire project. Construction on
the Lake Street and Lake Street plaza improvements is slated for 2019.
Information provided by Civitas, Inc. (www.civitasinc.com), a Denver-based
practice of urban designers, architects, and landscape architects.

Design of North Bank Bridge Park in Boston, Charlestown, and Cambridge, Mass., reclaimed a postindustrial riverfront area and transformed it into a vibrant public park. Photo: Mark Flannery

Riverfront reclamation

merly derelict underbridge space, enriching the community’s experience,
and providing an uplifting public realm.

CRJA-IBI Group receives international
landscape award for Boston park.

“[The North Bank Bridge Park is] an interesting way of celebrating
this great piece of engineering while opening up new vistas of the city,
from what could so easily have remained an unloved and harsh urban
landscape,” said Eliot Postma, a member of the 2017 WAN Landscape
Awards jury. Postma is an architect and group leader at Heatherwick
Studio in London.

CRJA-IBI Group, a landscape architectural design and environmental planning practice, received the World Architecture News (WAN) 2017 Landscape Award for its landscape architectural design of North Bank Bridge
Park in Boston, Charlestown, and Cambridge, Mass. CRJA-IBI Group
served as landscape architect and member of the Prime Consultant Joint
Venture team of Ammann & Whitney (now The Louis Berger Group);
Greenman-Pedersen, Inc.; and Stantec.
Selected from a shortlist of six international finalists, the award recognizes the North Bank Bridge Park project for reclaiming the post-industrial
riverfront area in the vicinity of Boston’s Zakim Bridge and transforming
it into a vibrant public park.
“CRJA-IBI Group is honored to receive this prestigious global award for
a significant and community-changing urban public park in Boston,” said
John Amodeo, principal, CRJA-IBI Group. “The planning and design for
the North Bank Bridge Park, which took nearly a decade, was guided
by the overriding conviction that the public would one day be thrilled to
come into this new realm, to see the city from a new vantage point, and
to appreciate the unique experience of being up close with the colossal
Zakim Bridge structure. We are delighted that these worthy goals have
been realized and appreciate the expertise of the WAN Awards and jury
for recognizing outstanding landscape architecture and design.”
The WAN Awards provide an opportunity for recognition and exposure
of design projects on a global platform. Judges use their experience in the
sector to assess projects on a variety of factors including originality, innovation, form, function, sustainability, and context. The WAN Landscape
Award was established to celebrate and promote the best in landscape
architecture from enhancements and small developments to the largest
master plans. The North Bank Bridge Park project received top honors
in the landscape category for creating a memorable urban plaza in a for-

Connecting a formerly inaccessible portion of the Charles River, on both
the north and south banks — referred to as “The Lost Half Mile” — the
North Bank Bridge Park created the first river-edge connection between
the Charles River and Boston Harbor.
A key feature of the park is the Underbridge Plaza, an unexpected urban outdoor room that borders on the Charles River and uses the Zakim
Bridge as its roof. The North Bank Bridge, the project’s sculptural centerpiece, spans a rail corridor and other obstacles to form vital pedestrian and
bicycle connections between neighboring Cambridge and Charlestown.
CRJA-IBI Group worked with the bridge designer to develop the bridge’s
reverse-curved horizontal alignment to create a seamless interface with
approaching park pathways, while offering a dramatic view centered on
the Zakim Bridge’s north pylon.
Part of reclaiming this urban waterfront entailed using rigorous sustainable measures, such as native planting to restore parts of the riverbank
and form the east abutment of the North Bank Bridge, reclaiming stone
seawall blocks and granite cobblestones from other parts of the Central
Artery Project, and coordinating a complex brownfield reclamation effort. Cobblestones and reclaimed seawall blocks extend the greensward
landform into the underbridge environment. A leveling course beneath
the guardrail and seawall capstone smooths out the horizontal and vertical
variations in the existing seawall, enhancing the esplanade experience.
Information provided by CRJA-IBI Group (http://crja.com), a landscape
architectural design and environmental planning practice with offices in Boston
and Knoxville, Tenn.
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Because the Mountain View Corridor bisects residential and commercial neighborhoods that include Hunter High
School and Hillside Elementary School, the design-build team implemented a community-centric approach.

Utah’s
Mountain View Corridor

Design-build greenfield roadway is a model
for community-contractor collaboration
By J. Darren Burton, P.E., and Bryce Jaynes

To accommodate significant growth in the Salt Lake Valley, the Utah

Department of Transportation (UDOT) envisioned development of a
35-mile freeway called the Mountain View Corridor to link I-80 in Salt
Lake with SR-73 in Utah County, providing commuters and residents
an alternative to the heavily traveled I-15. After completion of the initial segment, UDOT in February 2016 engaged the joint venture team
of Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction Company and Staker Parsons
Companies, with Michael Baker International as the lead designer, for
the design and build of the second segment, which included 2.5 miles
of greenfield roadway.
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Even before formal project launch, UDOT outlined several requirements that it knew could be challenging for the design-build team.
First, since the Mountain View Corridor bisects residential and commercial neighborhoods in West Valley City — neighborhoods that include both Hunter High School and Hillside Elementary School — the
design-build needed to allow residents of Utah’s second-largest city
to continue their accustomed walking, driving, and shopping patterns
while prioritizing pedestrian and driver safety.
In addition, while the corridor is a new road, it is an interim step in the
ultimate development of a freeway and, as such, still had to include
intersections with traffic lights. Thus, the team needed to construct the
road so that it could be converted relatively easily to a freeway in the
future.
With these requirements serving as the guide, the team determined to
implement a plan that was transparent, included resident input, and
caused minimal disruptions to the lives of West Valley residents and
motorists.

Prioritizing community input and participation

Two key design elements — mainline bridges and pedestrian bridges — helped preserve the integrity of West
Valley neighborhoods. The mainline bridges — 14 in
all — are vital in carrying the Mountain View Corridor
over neighborhood cross-streets instead of barreling
through them. Because Hunter High School abuts the
roadway, a bridge was added at the school’s location to
provide safer access for students.
As constructed, the corridor includes a bridge for almost every 1,000 feet of roadway; the bridges are so
close together that there was insufficient room to return
the road to existing grade. The corridor runs about 25
feet average above grade, providing motorists with a
spectacular view of the valley. Because of this, retaining
walls became a vital component of the build. The team
had more than 1 million cubic yards of soil to move and
were able to reuse it all for the project — a savings for
UDOT, since no additional soil had to be purchased or
trucked to construction sites.
While the neighborhood-friendly technical elements were
important to the success of the project, the concerted
outreach and interaction efforts with residents may have
proven even more critical. The work on the corridor
intruded on residents’ customary walking routes, and
in some cases, intersection upgrades put crews in close
proximity to residential homes. For those reasons, a
public engagement campaign was implemented to solicit
community input and participation with the project. This
endeavor proved fruitful as a number of suggestions offered by residents were implemented into the final design.
For example, parents were concerned that the relocation and restoration of utility connections and roadway
construction might impede the safety and access of students at Hunter High School. To keep residents apprised
of the project schedule, the team distributed fliers in the
schools and appeared at several school assemblies. To
minimize disruptions, the bulk of utility and adjacent
roadway work was executed during the summer, mitigating impacts to the Hunter High School students.
UDOT supported the community-centric approach.
Early in the project, it established a Community Resolution Board (CRB) — consisting of parents, business
owners, and other West Valley residents — to help
shape the project. The team collaborated with the CRB
in many ways, including transporting board members
to construction sites once a quarter so they could monitor progress and raise any questions or concerns. This
involvement helped engage the CRB as community
representatives, who in turn created social media channels to share project information and updates with fellow residents.

Implementing a Smart Mobility Corridor
The NW 33 Innovation Corridor Council of Governments selected
Michael Baker International for a $1 million contract to provide
program management and technical oversight for implementation
of connected vehicle technologies along a 35-mile section of U.S.
Route 33 between and within the City of Dublin, Ohio, and the City of
Marysville near Columbus, Ohio.
Michael Baker will lead the program to install connected vehicle
roadside devices and smart traffic signals, equip 1,200 vehicles with
connected vehicle technology, and develop a network to manage
the data and overall system. More than 50,000 vehicles travel
daily on the corridor’s mix of local, arterial and collector streets,
and multi-lane divided highway ramps, providing fertile research
opportunities to create real-world testing conditions for connected
vehicle technologies.
The 33 Smart Mobility Corridor is unique in its concentration of
automotive manufacturing and technology employment centers
and connects two globally renowned nodes of automotive research
— Transportation Research Center Inc. (TRC) and The Ohio State
University’s Center for Automotive Research (CAR). The project
also connects major new smart mobility initiatives in the City of
Columbus' Smart Columbus project, a $40 million grant award by
U.S. Department of Transportation and federal research initiatives
performed at TRC.
“The 33 Smart Mobility Corridor will offer a unique opportunity for
Michael Baker to lead the deployment and testing of smart vehicle
technology in various developed environments and roadway types
as We Make a Difference in driving this technological advancement
to the forefront of the transportation industry,” said Lori Duguid,
project manager and office manager in Michael Baker’s Columbus
office.
Michael Baker and subconsultant Alten-Cresttek will assist the
project sponsors — the Cities of Dublin and Marysville, Union County,
Ohio Department of Transportation, and DriveOhio — and the project
partners — Honda, Battelle, TRC, and the Ohio State University
College of Engineering — to use insights gained from the project to
improve safety and create opportunities for economic development
throughout the corridor, while showcasing the approach as a model
for inter-governmental collaboration.
Michael Baker conducted the first of two partnering workshops in
Columbus to discuss key project elements in early February. The
project is scheduled for completion in January 2020.
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To further maintain the integrity of the community, a network of seven
pedestrian bridges was designed and constructed so residents could use
the new multi-use trail constructed as part of the project unthreatened
by vehicular traffic. The pedestrian bridges and multi-use trail were
linked to a 27-mile network called the Utah and Salt Lake Canal Trail
that traverses the entire valley.
The community is also home to the 20,000-seat USANA Amphitheater,
a popular concert venue. As the trail runs adjacent to the amphitheater,
the team regraded the slopes to provide an easier walk between the
amphitheater and trail. With these measures, the community gained a
new amenity that already has proved quite functional and popular.

Minimal future modifications

The second key requirement from UDOT was that Mountain View
Corridor could be seamlessly — and cost effectively — upgraded to
the freeway configuration for the future phase.
The design was future-proof so that today’s intersections can be converted to interchanges for the freeway. To facilitate that upgrade, the
team designed the future interchange ramps to be the current intersection roadway. Then in the future, the new interchange and bridge can
simply be “dropped in.”
For vehicular bridges, the design paid considerable attention to girder
spacing and layout, optimizing the girder spacing to accommodate
future bridge widening for the freeway. Now, when UDOT widens the
bridges, the girder spacing will continue evenly with minimal bridge
deck reconstruction. Again, the need for minimal modifications will
save time and money later.

A template for collaboration

All members of the design-build team had previous experience with
projects where community participation was paramount. For the

Mountain View Corridor, however, the team wanted to go beyond
outreach and awareness sessions to facilitate more active community
involvement. Inviting residents and business owners to project sites
was a key for transforming them from bystanders to project advocates.
When they saw with their own eyes what was explained in meetings,
it enhanced the team’s credibility and went a long way to establishing mutual trust. As newly transformed project advocates, they could
convey their first-hand observations to neighbors who couldn't visit
the project site on their own. Strong word-of-mouth communication as
well as engagement on personal and the CRB’s social media channels
helped broaden the community’s understanding of the project.
As part of the team’s agreement with UDOT, a portion of incentive
payments were tied to a community survey about their satisfaction with
the overall design and build. West Valley residents were asked to grade
the team in each of six areas. To be eligible for full incentive premiums, the team needed to average a 95 percent approval rating across
the six areas. Because of the stellar public engagement efforts as well
as the high-quality design-build product, the team earned the necessary
high marks by West Valley residents.
The project was also a win for UDOT, the design-build team, and the
West Valley. This achievement was recognized in the American Council of Engineering Companies Utah Engineering Excellence Awards
competition, where the project won a Merit Award in the Transportation category.
Perhaps most importantly, this segment of the Mountain View Corridor
project provided a template for community-contractor collaboration
that can be adopted for other initiatives.
J. DARREN BURTON, P.E., is senior project engineer for Michael Baker International.
BRYCE JAYNES serves as project manager for Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction
Company.
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Safe spaces
NACTO’s Global Designing Cities Initiative
launches Streets for Kids program.
The National Association of City Transportation Officials’ Global Designing Cities Initiative (NACTO-GDCI) launched Streets for Kids, a
multi-year program to develop new technical guidance and advance
street designs that create safe public spaces for kids of all ages to learn,
play, and move around a city. The program is made possible by support
from the Bernard van Leer Foundation, Bloomberg Philanthropies, the
Botnar Foundation, and the FIA Foundation.
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Streets are dangerous places for kids: 500 children die each day in road
crashes in cities around the world. Daily activities such as commuting
to school, running errands, or otherwise traveling around a city are often unpleasant and stressful, with children and their caretakers exposed
to speeding traffic, hazardous obstacles on sidewalks that force them
to walk on the roadbed, and unhealthy vehicle pollution all negatively
impacting their physical and mental wellbeing. Street designs that
consider the needs of children and their caregivers have been shown
to improve road safety and quality of life. City agencies are looking
for guidance on strategies to reclaim their streets and make them safer,
more comfortable, and more inspiring for children.
Through the Streets for Kids program, NACTO-GDCI will develop
child-focused design guidance to inspire leaders, inform practitioners,

and empower communities to consider the city from the eyes of a child.
This new guidance will supplement the Global Street Design Guide
(https://globaldesigningcities.org/publication/global-street-designguide), which was published in 2016 and set a new global standard for
designing urban streets that prioritize pedestrians, cyclists, and transit
riders. To date, the Global Street Design Guide has been endorsed by
37 cities and 25 organizations worldwide.

“Recuperating streets as vibrant, safe, and inclusive public spaces can
make a positive difference to raise young children,” said Cecilia Vaca
Jones, program director, Bernard van Leer Foundation. “This guide
will allow urban practitioners to learn and apply practical ways to work
towards this goal. If we can make babies, toddlers, and their caregivers feel comfortable in public space, it’s a good indicator that other
residents will too.”

The Streets for Kids guidance will capture international best practices
in designing streets and public spaces that are safe and appealing to
children from their earliest days. The supplement will highlight strategies, programs, and policies that cities around the world have used
to design spaces that enable children to utilize cities’ most abundant
public asset — streets. Finally, the guidance will highlight tactics for
engaging children in the design process, an often-overlooked approach
that can dramatically transform how streets are designed and used.

“In communities across the world there is a growing appetite for
healthy streets where children can walk, cycle, play, meet friends,
and... be children,” said Saul Billingsley, executive director, FIA
Foundation. “Our Child Health Initiative partners use demonstration
projects to advocate for safe, child friendly urban design and to show
that cost-effective solutions are readily available. We’re delighted to
expand this approach by working with NACTO’s Global Designing
Cities Initiative to deliver Streets for Kids.”

In the second phase of the program, NACTO-GDCI will work directly
with practitioners to reimagine and redesign their streets to support
comfortable, healthy, and inspiring environments for all children. Using guidance and specifications from the Streets for Kids supplement,
NACTO-GDCI will work directly with select international cities to
design and implement demonstration projects.

“A city that enables children and youth to live safely in a clean environment is a city worth living in for all,” said Susanna Hausmann Meula,
chief program officer, Botnar Foundation. “How should such a city
be designed? By listening carefully to what kids have to say. We must
move from seeing our children as ‘beneficiaries’ toward engaging them
as active citizens with valid opinions. New technologies together with
child-centered approaches provide excellent opportunities to include
their voices in the design process. The Streets for Kids supplement
will help us transform cities globally into livable and enjoyable urban
spaces for all.”

“The urban street conditions we’ve created for the majority of children
around the world are unforgivable,” said Skye Duncan, director, NACTO-GDCI. “It’s inexcusable for us to not take action, and the Streets for
Kids program will create a clear set of guidelines for designing streets
that put safety, environmental health, and social environments at the
forefront of how we design our cities for our most vulnerable users.”
“We are excited this work is expanding to focus on improving street
designs to ensure the health, safety, and quality of life of our most vulnerable road users,” said Kelly Henning, MD, Bloomberg Philanthropies. “Children should not risk their lives crossing the street to school
or breathe in pollution while stuck in traffic. The Streets for Kids design
guide will lead to more equitable outcomes for the next generation.”

The Streets for Kids Program will run until early 2021. For more information, visit https://globaldesigningcities.org.
Information provided by the National Association of City Transportation Officials
(www.nacto.org).
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The multi-year program includes funding to improve regional commuter and intercity rail to make
Pacific Surfliner and Metrolink services faster and more reliable. Photo: Amtrak

Support for California
transit and rail
CalSTA awards $2.6 billion in grants to 28 projects.

ing for additional electric trainsets. TIRCP invests in additional new
rail vehicles for BART and SF Muni to improve service and reduce
train crowding during peak service, and funding for SMART train
extensions to connect with Larkspur ferry service and Windsor. It also
provides funding for zero-emission vehicles for SolanoExpress and AC
Transit.

announced 28 recipients for more than $2.6 billion in Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) grants for transformative transit
and rail projects. CalSTA is also providing additional funding for seven
critical projects through multi-year funding agreements, bringing the
total awarded to more than $4.3 billion.

Transforming the Central Valley — Funding supports creation of an
integrated ACE and San Joaquin rail system, increasing service frequency in the Central Valley while providing new service connections
to Ceres and Sacramento. It provides funding for zero-emission bus
purchases for Fresno, light rail service improvements for Sacramento
Regional Transit, and establishes a new zero-emission intercity bus
service connecting the North State to Sacramento.

TIRCP funding is provided through Senate Bill 1 (SB 1) and from the
proceeds of the Cap and Trade program. The program provides major
benefits toward meeting the state’s climate and air quality goals, with
a total reduction of more than 32 million tons of greenhouse gas emissions.

April’s awards are part of SB 1’s $7.6 billion investment in transit
projects. In January, CalSTA awarded $51.9 million in State Rail Assistance program funding that focused on projects that improve commuter
and intercity rail service across the state, reduce air pollution, and ease
traffic congestion.

This multi-year program provides funding for 28 projects, with a total
cost exceeding $18 billion. These projects will provide significant benefits to Californians through expanded transit and rail offerings that are
faster, more frequent, and more reliable, CalSTA said.

TIRCP is also funded through the Cap and Trade Program’s auction
proceeds and its Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund. The Cap-and-Trade
Program is one of many programs developed under AB 32 to fight climate change. It is designed to reduce greenhouse gases from the largest
sources of emission in California, and to drive innovation and steer the
state toward a clean energy economy.

In late April, the California State Transportation Agency (CalSTA)

Pivotal Improvements for Southern California Region — Investment
is focused on critical projects to prepare Los Angeles and the Southern California region for the 2028 Olympic Games with six major LA
Metro expansion projects receiving funding, including light rail extensions to Torrance and Montclair and additional rapid transit service
along congested corridors. Additional funding will go toward improving regional commuter and intercity rail to make Pacific Surfliner and
Metrolink services faster and more reliable through major investments
including track improvements at Los Angeles Union Station.
Better Connections for the Bay Area — Projects establish the San Jose
Diridon station as a Bay Area Regional hub by completing the funding
for BART to San Jose, creation of new Samtrans express bus routes
along the congested US-101 corridor, new rail service to Salinas and
Monterey, and continued support for Caltrain electrification with fund56
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For more information on:
• California’s Climate Initiatives — www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/
energy-efficiency-clean-energy
• Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program 2018 Awards — https://calsta.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/04/Transit-and-IntercityRail-Capital-Program-2018-Awards.pdf
• Detailed Project Award Summary — https://calsta.ca.gov/wp-content/
uploads/sites/12/2018/04/2018-TIRCP-Detailed-Project-Summary.pdf
• SB 1 — www.rebuildingca.ca.gov
Information provided by the California State Transportation Agency
(https://calsta.ca.gov).
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Surveying the future
LiDAR automation drives increased efficiencies
By Dana Pertea
LiDAR-derived point cloud of the Whitby monitoring area.

The evolution of geospatial technology has seen rapid advancement
in the last 18 months, with systems and software now available that
make light work of traditional surveying tasks. Automated systems are
driving organizational change in many industrial settings, yet when
it comes to monitoring change, traditional tools and processes are
prevalent. But, the latest remote sensing technologies are getting closer
to automating industrial surveys.
From lightweight mapping systems mounted to drones, to multispectral
systems with integrated cameras that allow for detailed surveys of
dense, urban areas — remote sensing systems have come a long way
in recent years. Laser scanning systems had traditionally been limited
by both portability and affordability, something that has changed with
the growing number of mobile mapping systems emerging for detailed
inspection work. LiDAR technology systems are becoming more
commonplace on sites. They work by using the pulsed light from a laser
to calculate distance and are becoming smaller, lighter, and cheaper.
Pioneered by scientists in the 1960s, LiDAR is known as one of the
most accurate ranging technologies available. Thanks to rising demand
from the automotive sector, billions of dollars are currently being spent
on making this technology more accessible and affordable for a range
of new applications.
LiDAR has long been used by larger surveying businesses looking to
accurately map and model 3D environments. From forests to urban
infrastructure, LiDAR-derived data is extremely valuable when it
comes to assessing complex surroundings. We’ve seen this with
survey-grade laser scanners such as ROBIN, which can accurately
collect about 1 million measurements per second with up to 1
centimeter absolute accuracy possible with ground control points in
good GNSS conditions. These measurements can then be turned into a
3D point cloud, making it easy to interpret by surveying teams. While
these dense datasets can provide detailed intelligence, it’s the ability
to automatically detect change that is currently driving a new wave of
innovation.
Monitoring change can be critical to civil and structural projects from
beginning to end. As our urban environments grow at a rapid rate,
greenfield projects are becoming more rare and, as such, a more detailed
picture is needed when it comes to planning large developments.

Survey grade point cloud of the Silver Jubilee Bridge.

There is always a great risk of ground movement when new works
commence, which is especially dangerous where older structures
already exist. Traditional pre-construction surveys can only give
a retrospective vantage point when it comes to assessing change,
yet LiDAR may hold the key to developing automated monitoring
systems that not only improve processes but also make construction
environments safer to work in.
Change detection is all about analysis — something that can take
weeks of sifting through terabytes of data without the right systems
or software. Because of the level of data contained in a LiDARderived point cloud, it can often mean hours of processing time until a
meaningful representation of the survey area is produced. The internet
of things has given us new expectations when it comes to data-ondemand and geospatial technology is now meeting the challenge head
on. Integrated systems are now being developed that offer the ability to
detect change in close to real-time.
PROCESSMONITOR LIVE was developed in response to clients’
needs to measure the thickness of sprayed concrete during application
in a tunnel. Using a compact laser scanner, the system has been
designed to detect millimeter changes of a surface, on demand. A scan
of the target surface is carried out before work commences, outlining
areas that have potentially been over or under profiled, allowing for
operators to then identify where more shotcrete needs to be applied to
ensure structural stability.
june 2018
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Simple and easy-to-use
software makes monitoring
fast and effective.

As each scan takes about two minutes to carry out, the process can
be monitored repeatedly throughout the construction process. Surface
changes are automatically analyzed and identified in the color-coded
software output, meaning that operators can assess their own work
without having to wait for offsite staff to process the collected data.
The same type of scanner and software package is also being used in
construction of a large rail expansion project, where the aim is to assist
in tunnel profiling accuracy.
The scope of this type of LiDAR application not only covers tunnel
monitoring, but also provides detailed and accurate acquisition and
analysis for purposes such as demolition, structural repairs, and even
volumetric calculations for changing masses like stockpiles.
Remote sensing technology such as LiDAR not only realizes increases
in operational efficiency but also improves safety for operatives
working in heavy industrial environments. Removing the need for
manual inspections can go a long way toward achieving zero-harm
targets on large projects. Most laser scanner manufacturers offer both
long- and short-range systems that can be operated in areas that are
inherently dangerous for onsite teams.
LiDAR is capable of working in dusty and dark conditions where
visibility is an issue. Scanners can be set up to scan at repeated
intervals, feeding back data from a safe distance. Connected scanner
and software packages are adept at identifying even the smallest level of
surface deformation. Automated alarms can be triggered when sensors
detect change outside of set parameters, allowing for proactive steps
to be taken before conditions worsen. This can give site managers the
opportunity to actively monitor areas that pose a risk to both workers
and project timelines, all in real-time.
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Another area where LiDAR-based change detection excels is in slope
stability assessments. With worsening weather conditions, slope
failures are becoming more common. Railways sidings and other
exposed, naturally occurring structures are most at risk of deformation.
Point cloud-based change detection has the ability to revolutionize the
way that monitoring surveys are carried out.
Historically, it has been impractical to continually assess slopes
that are most at risk of failure in enough detail to be proactive. In
applications such as monitoring coastal erosion, precursors to failure
often present themselves prior to a large-scale event. Using software
similar to PROCESSMONITOR LIVE, Durham University is carrying
out a large-scale monitoring project of the Whitby coastline. Using a
combination of terrestrial laser scanning and airborne LiDAR, it has
been possible to identify change to help better forecast future events.
The cliff face is monitored 24 hours a day, with scans carried out at
30-minute intervals. The results are streamed in real-time to allow
analysts in Durham to see results as they are collected. Alerts are also
set to warn of incidents that may suggest critical failure, which could
one day save lives.
LiDAR and other remote sensing technologies are a way off being
fully automated, but much of the development work relies on clients
looking to develop a fully integrated data strategy. Connected systems
offer industrial environments a new way of realizing efficiencies while
also improving onsite safety records. It’s only a matter of time before
automated, real-time monitoring becomes commonplace, saving time
and money in the process.
DANA PERTEA is client engagement manager at geospatial technology
specialist, 3D Laser Mapping (www.3dlasermapping.com).

Grand Paris Express
construction monitoring
TRE ALTAMIRA is using a satellite-based solution to measure
ground displacement to the nearest millimeter.
The Grand Paris Express is an unprecedented urban development project

centered on a major expansion of the existing public transport network
for the whole Paris metropolitan area. It consists of a fundamental
rethink, redesign, and focus on the public transport network on the scale
of the metropolitan area. The purpose of this project is to provide Grand
Paris with multimodal transport solutions, more integrated transport
services, thus supporting a model of polycentric development. Sixtyeight new stations and 200 kilometers of metro lines will be gradually
put into service by 2030.

InSAR surveillance has been deployed over the 200 kilometers of the Grand Paris Express
metro line during all stages of the project — baseline before works back to 1992, monthly
updates during works, and post-construction control. Image: TRE ALTAMIRA

From the very early stages of the project, the Société du Grand Paris
(the public agency set up by the French government to deliver the
vision of Grand Paris Express) gave priority to a close surveillance of
the construction works in order to minimize any potential impact. The
progress of the project is driven by risk management and neighborhood
disturbance reduction — key aspects in the design and the construction
process.
Among the monitoring methods implemented, TRE ALTAMIRA, part
of the CLS Group, was commissioned in 2015 by the Sociéte du Grand
Paris to monitor from space to the nearest millimeter the impact of the
operations along its track and the adjacent areas. The satellite-based
solution implemented measures ground displacement by processing
satellite radar images acquired over the same area at different points
in time.
During the World Tunnel Congress 2018 held in Dubai, TRE
ALTAMIRA presented some of the work conducted so far in
cooperation with Setec, a leading French engineering player in the civil
engineering field. Setec is participating as designer and construction
manager of the western section of Line 15, the first line to be built.
Specific surveys conducted for sensitive buildings were also discussed
together with the French company Gauss Monitoring.
In the first place, a retrospective study of the ground motion was
conducted over the 200 kilometers of the Grand Paris Express network.
Historical ground motion in the area was mapped and an extensive
inventory of the soil surface behavior from April 1992 to March 2015
was provided, offering complementary information for identification
of vulnerable constructions before the start of any work. This mapping
was generated by processing archived images acquired since the early
1990s to 2010 by medium-resolution satellites from the European
Space Agency, and by high-resolution satellites from the Italian and
German Space Agency for the more recent period, 2011-2015.
The outputs of this satellite historical study are data that can be
combined with historical maps and conventional geotechnical surveys

Historical ground motion mapping was generated from processing archived images
acquired since the early 1990s to 2010 by medium-resolution satellites from the
European Space Agency, and by high-resolution satellites from the Italian and
German Space Agency for the more recent period, 2011-2015. Image: TRE ALTAMIRA

to detect ground movements due to the evolution of quarry conditions
or possible slope instability. In zones where clays are found, as is the
case for other Grand Paris Express project lines, it would allow for
detection of soil movements caused by swelling of clays.
The analysis focuses on the amplitude of the motion cumulated over
time. For each measured point, it is therefore possible to see at what
period the displacements have been initiated, and whether these
displacements are stabilized or in progress. These observations are
crossed with existing knowledge in order to understand or better
apprehend the cause of the motion, and to qualify their potential impact
on the line 15 project at the time of tunneling.
Monitoring activities will continue during the whole project to detect
and measure any ground displacements in the area with the ultimate
aim of keeping the prime contractors fully informed of the impact of
drilling on the surface so they can adapt their work accordingly.
Information provided by TRE ALTAMIRA (www.tre-altamira.com).
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DOT Drones

35 state transportation departments are
deploying drones to save lives, time, and money.

A survey by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) finds that 35 of 44 responding state
departments of transportation (80 percent) are using unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS), or drones, for a wide range of purposes.
The March 2018 survey found that 20 state DOTs have incorporated
drones into their daily operations. Another 15 state DOTs are in the
research phase — testing drones to determine how they can be utilized.
All state DOTs deploying drones follow FAA’s Part 107 Rule or the state
DOT has received a public Certificate of Waiver or Authorization (COA)
from the FAA to conduct drone operations.
All 20 of the state DOTs operating drones on a daily basis are deploying
them to gather photos and videos of highway construction projects. In
addition to photography, 14 states also reported using them for surveying,
12 for public education and outreach, 10 for bridge inspections, eight
for emergency response, six for pavement inspections, five for scientific
research, two for daily traffic control and monitoring, and one state DOT
was using drones to conduct high-mast light pole inspections.
North Carolina was an early adopter of drone technology. In 2013 the
state legislature designated NCDOT’s Division of Aviation to be the
statewide authority for drone operations. Its UAS program aims to make
drone technology available to DOT employees across the state.
“What we’re focusing on this spring is trying to get drones into the hands
of employees in all 14 division offices in our state,” said Basil Yap,
manager of NCDOT’s UAS Program. “We’re training our personnel and
providing them with drones to meet their specific needs. By encouraging
innovation from the ground up, our employees will help NCDOT
discover new applications for drone technology.”
The AASHTO March 2018 survey found that 20 state DOTs — Alaska,
Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Maine, Mississippi,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, and West Virginia
— are all using drones in their daily operations.
Another 15 state DOTs — Alabama, Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois,
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia —
are all researching how best to utilize drone technology. Nine states
responding to the survey reported they are not deploying drones for
research purposes or daily operations.
Of the 35 states deploying drones, 23 have established comprehensive
drone policies that cover the acquisition, operation, airspace restrictions,
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and training and permitting of drones and drone pilots. Twenty-seven of
the state DOTs reporting said they were adding full-time staff to operate
and maintain their drone fleets.
Some experts predict that as more public and private organizations begin
to deploy drones, the demand for drone pilots and other related expertise
will grow, making it more difficult for state DOTS to attract qualified
personnel.
“We already have local government agencies coming to us and asking
for training and so we’ve partnered with our community college system
to come up with a curriculum to train drone pilots,” Yap said. “We’re
talking about making an economic development decision here because
commercial drone package delivery is coming and state DOTs across
the country need to play a role in developing the highways of the sky —
especially in urban areas.”

ADOT gains drones through federal innovation program

The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) is adding drones
to help its engineering staff safely and more efficiently inspect hard-toreach areas on some bridges and perform surveying work along state
highways. Through a federal innovative technology grant, ADOT has
eight new aerial drones that will be part of the agency’s mission to
enhance safety and efficiency while shortening highway project delivery
time.
The grant to fund the drones is from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA)-sponsored Arizona Council for Transportation Innovation
program.
“We are committed to building a culture of innovation at ADOT to
improve the safety and reliability of a statewide transportation system
that millions of people depend on every day,” said ADOT Director John
Halikowski.
The drones provide ADOT with an important tool for maintaining safe
bridges.
“State highway bridge inspections will still be done by our inspectors,

but as an example, a drone can help our teams safely get video or photos
of places that are difficult to see.” said David Eberhart, ADOT state
bridge engineer.
The drones will go into service later this year, after selected ADOT
employees go through training in order to be certified as drone pilots.
“Drones will play a role in surveying areas near state highways where
rock fall or ground movement are potential hazards,” said J.J. Liu,
manager of geotechnical services for ADOT’s Bridge Group. “We’re
focused on the safety of the traveling public in monitoring such locations.
A drone can collect photos and other information across a larger survey
area while helping to keep engineers or geologists out of harm’s way.”
In addition to the eight new drones, ADOT has already been using one

drone since last year for a variety of purposes, including surveying a
section of State Route 88 northeast of Apache Junction damaged by
storm runoff last year. Drone video gathered by ADOT’s Engineering
Surveys Section assisted agency staff in preparing for a repair project
last fall.
The Arizona Council for Transportation Innovation this spring approved
the use of $18,100 in federal funds and $4,525 in state matching funds
for the new ADOT drones. The council was formed in 2012 as part of
a FHWA program to implement innovative and efficient investments in
transportation infrastructure.
Information provided by the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (www.transportation.org) and the
Arizona Department of Transportation (www.azdot.gov).

Field data management
Trimble announces a new controller and software
for land and construction surveying.

Trimble’s new TSC7 Controller provides a tablet experience with a

physical keyboard and a sunlight readable 7-inch touchscreen that
supports pinch, tap, and slide gestures. Users can interact with the
TSC7 intuitively, zooming, panning, and selecting items on the large
touchscreen. Front- and rear-facing cameras allow users to video
conference from the field for on-the-job support, and capture highdefinition videos and images that provide context to data and clients.
The TSC7 also leverages the power of Windows 10 Professional,
driven by an Intel Pentium 64-bit quad-core processor. The processor
and operating system can process data in spreadsheets and run office
software programs. An ergonomic form factor, IP68-certified rugged
design, and optional, user-interchangeable modules make the TSC7 a
flexible solution for all surveying applications, Trimble said.
Trimble also announced a new version of its field software, Trimble
Access 2018. The software features a new user interface and graphics
capabilities for enhanced workflows for field surveyors. According to
the company, Access 2018 has been redesigned with more intuitive
menus and screen navigation to take advantage of the TSC7’s
7-inch touchscreen and computing power, while leveraging software
workflows, which include applications for general survey, roading,
tunnels, and pipelines.
Access 2018 also integrates with the Trimble Sync Manager
application to enable cloud-based data management between the office
and the field. Surveyors can download preconfigured jobs in the field
with DXF maps and CSV files linked, ready to start surveying. Sync
Manager also integrates with Trimble Business Center software and is
compatible with other industry office software platforms.

Trimble TSC7 Controller

In addition to the TSC7 Controller, Trimble is also releasing two new
rover systems for civil engineering and construction applications —
the Trimble Siteworks Positioning System for Construction Surveyors
and the Trimble Siteworks Positioning System for Supervisors.
Both systems feature new Trimble Siteworks Software, tailored for
construction workflows. Completely redesigned from the ground up,
Siteworks Software features a new interface that is optimized for easeof-use and productivity.
The Trimble Siteworks Positioning System for Construction Surveyors
is comprised of the Trimble SPS986 GNSS Smart Antenna, the
TSC7 Controller, and Siteworks Software. The Trimble Siteworks
Positioning System for Supervisors is comprised of the SPS986 GNSS
Smart Antenna, the Trimble T10 Tablet, and Siteworks Software. It
enables construction supervisors to run full office software packages,
including Business Center - HCE and Microsoft Office, and to work
with data and 3D models in the field without carrying a laptop.
Information provided by Trimble (www.trimble.com).
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3DR GCP is an Android app integrated with the Trimble Catalyst platform for shooting accurate ground control points.

Improving drone
data accuracy
3DR launches a ground control point app.
Commercial drone pilots want to use ground control points (GCPs) as
often as possible because it helps improve the accuracy of their drone
maps and models. But shooting GCPs can be time consuming and
expensive: It requires dedicated surveying equipment, hours of work
in the field, and having to export and manually upload points to drone
software for georeferencing.
3DR introduced 3DR GCP, an Android app that’s integrated with the
Trimble Catalyst platform. Now, with 3DR GCP and Trimble’s low-cost
digital antenna, what used to be an expensive, time-consuming workflow
for shooting accurate GCPs is as simple as the press of a button, the
company said.
Trimble Catalyst is a software-defined GNSS receiver and on-demand
positioning service for Android phones and tablets. The service uses a
small, lightweight, plug-and-play digital antenna to deliver high-quality
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satellite data to the 3DR GCP Android app. This makes it easy for 3DR
customers to quickly capture GCPs and automatically transfer them to
their corresponding projects in the Site Scan cloud for georeferencing
and processing.
The app offers a range of precision levels, from a meter down to only a
couple centimeters. Customers simply go onsite, plug the Catalyst DA1
antenna into their Android device, launch 3DR GCP, and capture GCPs
at the level of accuracy they need.
3DR GCP is the perfect solution for engineering and construction firms
looking to make their GCP workflow faster and more streamlined. “It’s
important that our drone data is accurate so we can rely on it for grading,
volume reporting, and more,” said Caleb Stratton, project engineer at
Bogh Engineering. “By making it simple to capture ground control
points, 3DR GCP helps us improve accuracy across all of our projects.”
“3DR GCP provides our customers an end-to-end, cloud-based ground
control point workflow from the field to the office,” said Chris Anderson,
CEO, 3DR. “With this app, we’ve closed the loop on ground control
points by making one simple, connected workflow from start to finish.”
Information provided by 3DR (www.3dr.com).

Continuing Education

FRP possibilities
ACMA launches website to help engineers select
fiber-reinforced polymer composites.

DiscoverComposites.com provides information to
help engineers consider fiber-reinforced polymer
composites when selecting materials.

The American Composites Manufacturers
Association
(ACMA)
launched
DiscoverComposites.com, a resource geared toward
educating end users about the possibilities of fiberreinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials. The
website is part of ACMA’s ongoing effort to help
the industry speak with a unified voice about the
benefits and possibilities of composite materials.
DiscoverComposites.com features an introduction
to the basics of composite materials, their

Preparing for licensure
Kaplan acquires publisher of professional licensing
exam guides.
Kaplan, Inc., a global education services company,
acquired Professional Publications, Inc. (PPI), an
independent publisher of professional licensing
exam review materials in engineering, surveying,
architecture, and interior design. PPI delivers
courses and produces print and online materials
to prepare students for the Fundamentals of
Engineering and various Professional Engineering
exams in fields such as chemical, civil, electrical,
mechanical, and structural engineering. Its library

Supporting STEM
diversity
Cal State LA awarded NSF grant to support students
earning degrees in engineering and computer science.
California State University, Los Angeles (Cal State
LA) was awarded a nearly $1 million grant from
the National Science Foundation (NSF) to increase
degree completion and career readiness among
students in engineering and computer science
majors. The grant is funded through the NSF
Scholarships in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (S-STEM) Program. The fiveyear grant will help launch the Culturally Adaptive
Pathway to Success (CAPS) program at Cal State

LA. CAPS aims to help motivated high-achieving
students, particularly those who face socioeconomic
challenges, fulfill their academic goals and career
potential.
“CAPS will build an inclusive pathway to accelerate
the graduation of low-income, academically talented
Cal State LA students majoring in civil engineering,
computer science, electrical engineering, or
mechanical engineering,” said Eun-Young Elaine
Kang, the grant’s principal investigator and
professor of computer science at Cal State LA. “The
goal is to increase the number of highly prepared,
well-qualified students pursuing advanced degrees
or entering careers in STEM.”

benefits, how they’re made, how they compare
to other materials, and case studies and market
applications. The website also features rebuttals to
some commonly held myths about FRP and a list
of standards and guides developed by ACMA and
other members of the composites community.
“The biggest obstacle many ACMA members
face is that their target customers are not aware
of everything composites have to offer,” said Tom
Dobbins, ACMA president. “DiscoverComposites.
com has everything our industry needs to help end
users see the value of composites.”
Information provided by the American Composites
Manufacturers Association (www.acmanet.org).

contains more than 250 engineering, architecture,
and design products. The company, founded by
Michael Lindeburg in 1975, has helped train more
than 4 million engineers since its inception and has
more than 26,000 active customers.
The combination of PPI with Kaplan Professional
is expected to benefit from Kaplan’s existing global
footprint, its online delivery capabilities, and its
extensive business, university, and consumer
relationships.
Information provided by Kaplan, Inc.
(www.kaplan.com).

The CAPS program will award scholarships to
rising sophomores in the University’s College of
Engineering, Computer Science, and Technology
who are identified for outstanding academic
progress. The scholars will be provided a faculty
mentor, peer group support, and professional
development. Every CAPS scholar will meet with
a faculty advisor beginning in their sophomore
year. Mentors will focus on the student’s personal,
educational, and professional growth. CAPS
scholars will be grouped in peer cohorts, which will
help the students develop a sense of belonging and
an engineering identity.
Information provided by California State University,
Los Angeles (www.calstatela.edu).
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SPECIFY

01. Steel deck design manual

02. Sound wall panels

03. Corrosion inhibitor

The Steel Deck Institute (SDI) published the First
Edition of the SDI Steel Deck on Cold-Formed Steel
Framing Design Manual, which complies with the
requirements of the SDI Design Standards incorporated
into the 2018 International Building Code. The design
and use of steel deck on cold-formed steel framing is
similar to deck supported on open web steel joists or
rolled beams, but there are some critical differences.
The manual points out those differences and provides
design guidance necessary to enable steel deck to
be properly used in this application. The 241-page
manual, available as a free PDF download from the SDI
website, features applications for steel floor and roof
deck, including diaphragms, commentary, seven design
examples, diaphragm tables, and fastener properties.

Smith-Midland Corporation received a contract
to supply 900,000 square feet of SoftSound noise
absorptive precast concrete sound wall panels
for the I-66 Outside the Beltway Express Lanes
project in Northern Virginia. SoftSound, an EasiSet Worldwide licensed product, is a proprietary
material molded and compressed to meet the
desired technical and aesthetic requirements,
providing superior sound absorptive technology,
the company said. It combines a highly
specialized mineralized aggregate with cement as
a binder in a specific and exacting manufacturing
process. Once installed, SoftSound surpasses other
products for sound absorption, durability, strength,
and moldability, according to Smith-Midland.

Cortec’s Migratory Corrosion Inhibitors (MCI)
form a protective layer on the surface of steel
reinforcement embedded in concrete, delaying
initiation of corrosion to extend the life cycle of
structures. MCI corrosion inhibitors are available
in many forms for all types of construction —
admixtures for new concrete, repair mortars, and
grouts; topical treatments; injectable products; and
many specialty formats. Cortec’s green MCIs are
natural organic compounds obtained from biobased
materials. The latest generation is based on amine
carboxylates technology, which includes fermentation
products of sugar beets. MCI products conform to
EN 1504, the new EU Standard for the protection and
repair of reinforced concrete.

Steel Deck Institute
www.sdi.org

Smith-Midland Corporation
www.smithmidland.com

Cortec Corporation
www.cortecvci.com
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HydroCAD

Stormwater Modeling
Preferred by the majority of
the top civil engineering firms
for its broad technical
capabilities and ease-of-use,
HydroCAD takes the TR-20
and TR-55 methodology to
the next level, with powerful
options for outlet devices,
pond storage, rainfall
libraries, pumps, vortex
valves, underground
chambers, CAD import, and
much, much, more.

Complete NRCS TR-20, TR-55, SBUH, & Rational hydrology,
plus hydraulics, pond design, chamber layout & much more!
HydroCAD is surprisingly affordable, with a unique pricing
structure that lets you expand your node capacity and usercount as your needs grow. With the extensive Help system,
tutorials, web articles, self-study program, webinars, and
free email support you’ve got all the resources you need to
get the job done right and on-time.

Try our Free HydroCAD Sampler at www.hydrocad.net
HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC, Box 477, Chocorua, NH 03817 1-800-927-7246
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Wind power development
reaches new heights
Wind power’s low cost and stable energy prices motivated utility and

non-utility customers to sign contracts for 3,500 megawatts (MW) of
U.S. wind capacity in the first quarter of 2018, a high-water mark in
recent years, according to a new report by the American Wind Energy
Association (AWEA; www.awea.org/1q2018). The U.S. Wind Industry
First Quarter 2018 Market Report also reveals 5,523 MW in first quarter
wind project announcements, adding to a total of 33,449 MW of wind
power capacity in the combined construction and advanced development
pipeline.
“Word is out that wind power is an excellent source of affordable,
reliable, and clean energy,” said Tom Kiernan, CEO of AWEA. “Our
industry is consistently growing the wind project pipeline as leading
companies, including utilities and brands like AT&T and Nestle, keep
placing orders. Strong demand for wind power is fueling an economic
engine supporting a record 105,500 U.S. wind jobs in farm and factory
towns across the nation.”
Utilities and Fortune 500 brands both continue to scale up investments
in wind energy because it makes good business sense. The cost of wind
power has fallen by two-thirds since 2009, making wind cost competitive
with other energy sources. In strong wind resource regions such as the
Great Plains and Texas, wind is the most cost-effective source of new
electricity. And because wind power has no fuel costs, buyers can lock in
low rates for decades to protect against future fuel price spikes.
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Wind energy customers signed more than 3,500 MW in long-term power
purchase agreements (PPAs) in the first quarter. That’s the highest volume
of PPA announcements in any quarter since AWEA began tracking
them in 2013. Six companies — including Adobe, AT&T, and Nestle
— signed wind PPAs for the first time, while Bloomberg, Facebook,
Nike, and T-Mobile became repeat customers. In addition, utility buyers
including PacifiCorp and DTE Energy made large-scale announcements
to develop and own wind power.
Across the country, 36 wind projects representing a combined 5,523
MW announced that they either began construction or entered advanced
development in the first quarter. Construction started on 1,366 MW of
wind capacity and 4,158 MW entered advanced stages of development,
which includes projects that have found a buyer for their energy,
announced a firm turbine order, or have been announced to proceed under
utility ownership. The full pipeline of wind farms under construction or
in advanced development now totals 33,449 MW, a 40 percent increase
compared with this time last year and the highest level since this statistic
was first measured at the beginning of 2016.
Seven new wind farms came online across seven states in the quarter,
totaling 406 MW. In total, there are now 89,379 MW of installed wind
capacity in the United States. That’s more than 54,000 wind turbines
operating in 41 states plus Guam and Puerto Rico and enough installed
capacity to power more than 27 million American homes.
Economic and environmental benefits of wind power, as well as in-depth
market trends, are available in AWEA’s recently released U.S. Wind
Industry Annual Market Report 2017 at http://www.awea.org/amr2017.
Information provided by the American Wind Energy Association (www.awea.org).
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